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ABSTRACT 

In the past few decades, the proportion of business news compared to general news has 

increased tremendously across all media platforms in Africa. While the critical role played by 

business journa lism is recognised, little is known about the people who write and report such 

news . Most studies on business reporting have tended to focus on analysing the content of 

business news, rather than the specific processes through wh ich business journalists are 

socia lized and trained. The findings of this study are drawn mainly from in-depth interviews 

with business reporters and editors at two leading newspapers in Malawi, The Daily Times 

and The Nation. Three major findings emerge trom the study data. First, business journalists 

vary in their educational and professional backgrounds, as well as the reasons for working on 

this beat. Second, the majority of them have no prerequisite formal education and training in 

business journalism and, therefore, have little knowledge and skills about what constitute 

good business journalism. Third, professionalism in the sub-fie ld is constrained by a host of 

factors, influence of advertisers being the critical one. The study recommends that business 

reporting become an integral component of journalism education and training programmes to 

adequately prepare future generations of business journalists. In addition there is need for 

media houses to devise strategies to counter obstacles that business journalists face for them 

to effectively contribute to political economy debate. 
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Chapter One: Introduction to the study 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter is a general background of the study describing its context, layi ng out the 

theoretica l framework , the cho ice and motivation for the thesis, justification of the research 

problem, the aims of the study and research questions, and the methods of research. It ends 

with an outline of the contents of each of the other chapters of the thesis. 

1.1 Background and context of the study 

The study examines the professional sociali sation of business reporters in the Malawi context. 

It seeks to explore the process by wh ich people become spec ialised bus iness journalists within 

a broad group of news repOlters. 

Business journalism refers to all reporting that is written not on ly about businesses but also 

about the economy (Roush 2006 : 8). Three closely related forms of journalistic endeavour; 

business, economics and financial journalism are often used interchangeably, even though 

there are distinctions between them (Kariithi 2003: 153). Economics journalism refers to the 

coverage of national and international economic events and issues. Examples of economics 

journalism include reporting national budgets, economic indicators, economic development 

policies, trends, and issues in internationa l trade. Business journalism comprises the coverage 

of local economic issues in an in depth fashion. [t emphasizes the impact of economic or 

business organisations and events on communities and the contribution of specific industries 

and sectors to national development. Traditional examples under this include company 

profiles, local trade events, new products and processes, marketing moves and corporate 

performance. Financial journalism provides a micro level perspective into financial markets

the institutional structures through which savers, borrowers and regulators interact. In this 

study the term business journalism is used to refer to all the three. 

Two features are said to define the historical foundations of business journalism, namely the 

evolution of a global economy and the development of communication technologies. Kariithi 

(2003: 154) explains that : 

'The evolution of global economy-globalisation is the cu lmination of increased 
economic interaction and interdependence around the world, through such avenues as 
international trade, cap ital funds movement, communications, and cross cultural 
interaction. The growth of communications technologies has expanded the realm of 
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the economics and business coverage across cultures, class and national borders. 
These features are cyclical in nature, but their impact on economics and business 
journalism is cumulative so that new surges in global economic performance or major 
technological innovation serve as positive shocks in the development of economics 
journalism. Whenever such shocks are felt, economics journalism has leapt forward ' . 

The phenomenal growth in business and economics reporting was in response to a rising 

public demand for news and information about finance, business and the economy ( Kariithi 

2002: 156). 

This genre of journalism has acquired special status, as manifested in special newspaper 

sections, television and radio programmes as well as specialised publications and special 

editorial teams tailored to business (Welles: 2001:18). Reed and Lewin (2005:8) note that 

business is an undercurrent of nearly every major civic and political debate. It is said that 

there is no more important work in today's media than that of a business reporter and as such 

vibrant business reporting is being encouraged in emerging democracies and emerging 

economies (Roush, 2004:2). The task of explaining, comprehending and stating clearly what 

business is doing and the ramifications of its actions, falls to the journalist who cover 

business (Reed and Lewin, 2005: 9). 

This thesis concerns itself with the way in which business journalism has established itself 

within a particular African context. Over the past two decades, in many African countries 

such journalism has become one of the most vibrant sectors of the media. The wave of 

democratisation and the emergence of multi-party politics in the 1990s which coincided with 

economic liberalisation prompted business reporting to serve as a medium of information and 

a forum for economic debate and enquiry (Kariithi 1995:382). Business reporting is relatively 

more developed in countries where the private enterprise is fl ourishing, for example South 

Africa and Kenya where a highl y developed private sector has fuelled and buttressed the 

growth of financial and business newspapers and magazines (Kariithi 2002.16). A similar 

claim cannot be made about the business press in most countries in Africa. The thesis, 

therefore, explores the evolution of the specialised journalism within a resource-poor 

economic context. In such an environment, journalists face unique challenges in applying to 

the local context models of business j ournalism that have developed elsewhere. Whereas in 

Western Europe and North America there are well trained and accomplished business 

reporters, the situation is different in Africa. Few countries have a track record of substantial 

business reporting, given that most j ournalists who report business are not properly educated 
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and trained for the job and that it is generally a recent addition to regular newsroom beats in 

media organisations (Kariithi 2008: I). Mogekwu (2005:63) observes that business news 

reporting requires specialised knowledge and reporting skills. As such, media scholars agree 

that many media houses in Africa are unprepared to tackle this journalistic genre as there is a 

shortage of journalists with the knowledge and training to report competently on business 

(Thomas 1978:4; Lewin 2002:21). Because of the increasing demand for business news, 

reporters with experience in covering other types of stories are just thrown into the beat 

(Roush, 2004: 3). Hiring and crafting a business reporting team becomes a tricky task and 

most editorial managers have conceded it is the toughest part of their job (Reed and Lewin, 

2005: 13). There are, therefore, challenges for business journalism in resource-poor 

environments like much of Africa both in terms of the journalists' access to knowledge about 

good business journalism, and in terms of reporting in those particular kinds of local 

economic contexts. 

Malawi offers a valuable context in which to explore the way in which African business 

journalists engage with those challenges. In that country, the prominence of business 

reporting emerged following the adoption of liberal politics in 1994. Since the end of one

party rule, issues of the economy and people's welfare have dominated debate in political and 

social circles. The political context stimulated public involvement in matters of the economy. 

Even in national elections, sound economic management and improvement of people's living 

standards become dominant campaign themes of various political parties and their candidates 

(Ott 2004:35). The creation of space for public debate on the national economy has thus 

become an integral part of good governance. Manda and Chirwa (2007:2) observe that 

involvement of citizens in matters of formulating, implementing and monitoring of the 

national budget have become central pillars of democratic governance and national economic 

development. Besides the national budget, business reporting is equally concerned with 

matters of public accounting, corporate governance and economic performance of the private 

sector among other issues. 

But just like many other African countries, Malawi lacks a well developed business 

journalism regime. This development can be attributed to two major factors. Firstly, the one

party rule which prevailed for 30 years after independence did not allow any journalism 

schools to operate (Chimombo and Chimombo 1996:6). Formal journalism education and 

training was only introduced after the adoption of mUlti-party politics in 1994. Secondly, the 
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existing journalism education models emphasise training of general reporters (Jamieson 

2005: 29). Since there has been no formal training and education for business reporting, 

general reporters routinely mutate into business journalists. This situation calls for an 

investigation into the process of becoming a business reporter considering that business 

journalism presents its own unique and complex challenges. The study therefore analyses the 

professional socialisation of business journalists within the local economic context and 

institutional structures of Malawi. 

1.2 Theoretical framework of the study 

The research draws from scholarly debates that deal with the phenomenon of specialisation in 

journalism. It is argued that an important organising distinction in an increasingly fragmented 

media environment is thematic specialisation into what is usually called a "beat" which has 

structured the journalism field between a "generalist" pole and a "specialised" pole 

(Marchette 2005 :64). The study also engages with the theories such as sociology of 

journali sm that explain the constraints of daily journalism practice. This theoretical approach 

examines the social determinants of journalistic output as well as the features of social life 

and organisation which shape, influence and constrain its form and content (McNair 2001: 3). 

There are three perspectives to the study of news production: political economy, social 

organisation of news work and cultural approaches (Schudson 2000: 177). Political economy 

approach relates the outcome of news process to the structure of the state and economy and to 

the economic foundation of a particular news organisation (McNair 200 I: 13). Social 

organisation of news work theory examines how the work of journalists is constrained by 

organisational and occupational demands (McNair 200 I: 62, Dunwoody 1997: 156). The 

cultural approach emphasizes the constraining force of broad cultural traditions and symbolic 

systems regardless of the structure of economic organisation of the character of occupational 

routines (Schudson 2000: 177). The study will be anchored on these two theoretical 

approaches. 

1.3 Choice and motivation for the thesis 

The role of business reporters has become prevalent III Malawi since the dawn of plural 

politics in 1994. From the time the country adopted a mUlti-party system of government, the 

Malawi society became more interested in matters of the economy. People began comparing 

their standard of living in the one patty regime to that of the multi-party era and in the 
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process questioned government's economic policies. Business reporters have over the years 

played a crucial role in contributing to the larger politi cal economy debate in Malawi hence 

thi s group of j ournalists as opposed to other journalists were worth of study. 

In addition, my personal observations of the practice of business j ournalism in Malawi and 

professional experience motivated my interest in this thesis. Firstly, I observed that business 

j ournalism as a genre of news reporting has gained popularity in the country although it is 

often taken for granted in newspapers, radio and television stations and magazines. It has now 

become apparent that the audience for business news cuts across social classes to include 

even those in the lower echelons of society. Secondly, my personal profess ional experience 

with business journalism cultivated in me a conscious desire to investigate the people who 

write and report such specialised news. As this interest grew, it became a habit of mine to 

observe and take keen interest in business reporters. In one incident, a bank manager accused 

business reporters of distorting facts due to their ignorance, misunderstanding and lack of 

technical knowledge of business, finance and economics concepts. Th is inc ident triggered a 

number of questions for me. Why and how do peop le become business repo11ers? What type 

of professional socialisation do they undergo from general reporting to the specialised fi eld? 

Also during my seven years as a news producer at the public broadcaster, Malawi 

Broadcasting Corporation (MBC), I noticed how business rep0l1ers struggled to cover local 

and international business. Most of them had certificates, diplomas and bachelors degrees in 

various fie lds. But with no background training and knowledge in business or economics, it 

was an uphill task to report on the busi ness beat. During the entire progression of my career, I 

kept thinking about what it takes to become a business journalist. As my career transformed 

into journalism education, I thought even more about the professional sociali sation of a 

business reporter. This inspired me to undertake this study to examine the process of 

becoming a business journal ist in the Malawi media context. 

1.4 Statement and justification of the problem 

Important studies on business journalists have been conducted elsewhere. In Australia for 

example, Shultz and Matolesy (I993) examined educational backgrounds and attitudes of 

business journalists to economic policy, and in another study in the same country 

Henningham (1997) investigated occupational characteristics and professional values of 

business reporters. In Afri ca, most media research undertaken in th is fi eld has often been 

content analysis aimed at examining how the press report specific business issues and events. 
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In South Africa, Kariithi and Kareithi (2007) did a critical discourse analysis of media 

coverage of the anti-privatisation strike of2002 and Kula (2004) investigated the coverage of 

inflation news by the South African print media. 

In Malawi, Manda and Chirwa (2007) did a study on budget reporting trends in that country's 

media. Minimal scholarly attention has been devoted to investigating how business 

journalists become what they are. It is on this basis that this study seeks to make a 

contribution by focussing on the process of becoming a business reporter in the loca lised 

context of Malawi particularly at this time in the country's hi story when business and 

economics issues dominate public opinion and discourse. This research hopefully fills that 

knowledge gap through contributing to the ongoing debate about business journalism in 

Malawi. 

1.5 Goal of the study and research questions 

The main goal of thi s study is to explore the process of becoming a business journalist in 

Malawi. The key question that the study addresses is why and how do journalists become 

specialised business reporters in the Malawian context? Related questions that the study 

endeavours to address are: What motivates journalists to venture into business reporting? 

What process do they follow? What values and role perceptions do business reporters 

associate with? What are their professional attitudes and beliefs? What organisational and 

institutional factors enable or constrain the work of business journalists? 

1.6 Methods of study 

This was a qualitative study because through such enquiry, researchers attempt to make sense 

of, or interpret a phenomenon (Oenzin and Lincoln 1994:2). Such an approach was 

appropriate for thi s study as it sought to gain an understanding from the perspective of 

journalists themselves about how they changed-and the constraints they encountered-from 

generalists to specialist business reporters. The study adopted a case study approach. Cases 

are chosen and studied because they are thought to be instrumentally useful in further ing 

understanding of a particular prob lem, issue, or concept (Stake 1995). The study targeted 

business journalists of two lead ing daily newspapers in Malawi namely The Daily Times and 

The Nalion. The two newspapers were unique and theoretically appropriate because they 

covered more business issues and in greater detail than other media organisations. 

Furthermore, they were significant as they had set up separate fixed business desks alongside 
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other regular news beats such as politics, entertainment and sports. They al so enjoyed the 

highest circulation and readership in Malawi at the time of the study (Chitsulo 2006: 34, 

MISA 2007:47). This, therefore, made their business reporters useful and attractive 

respondents for this research. Initi ally, a short structured questionnaire was employed to 

gather basic bio-data of the business reporters. Data from the questionnaire formed the 

bedrock of face-to-face in-depth interviews with individual business reporters, which was the 

main data collection method. In-depth interviews are conducted with the aim sol iciting 

detailed information about specific aspects as it allows the interviewer to fo rm follow-up 

questions based on the respondent's answers (Wimmer and Dominick 1991: 45). Additional 

information was gathered through in-depth interviews with editors of the two newspapers. 

This served not only to complement data fro m business reporters but also to get data from a 

different perspective. In addition, newsroom documentation that had a bearing on business 

repOiting such as editorial po licy and code of ethics and professional conduct were also 

examined. 

1.7 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. This chapter introduces what the study is a ll about 

and what it seeks to achieve. It puts the context of the study, the general and personal 

background to the study, as well as its objectives and significance. It also presents the 

theoretical and methodological framework pertinent to the study. 

Chapter two is about journalism and media context of Malawi. This chapter provides a 

historical and socio-political and institutional context of the study in question. It sets the local 

context of the study explaining the journalism practice in Malawi and why business 

journalism study of this particular type was carried out. 

Chapter three is literature review. This chapter is on what has been written about the 

socialisation of journalists in general and business reporters in particular. This chapter is a 

linkage between chapter two on context and chapter four on the theoretical approach to the 

research problem under investigation. 

Chapter four sets the theoretical framework of the study. It looks at two theoretical 

approaches; specialisation in journalism and sociology of journalism. Specialisation in 

journalism denotes the thematic structuring of the journalism field into beats. Sociology of 
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journalism explains the way in which journalists are constrained or enabled in their daily 

work by the structures in which they operate. 

Chapter five situates the study within its methodological framework. It presents the 

methodology used for generating, collecting and analysing data. It highlights the sampling 

procedures employed and examines case study approach as a qualitative approach employed 

in the study. The focus is also on the justification for use of specific methods. The value of 

the methodology chapter is that it provides a guide for a similar research to test reliabi lity of 

findings. 

Chapter six presents the major findings from field work as well as an analysis of the results. 

This chapter is the core of the thesis as it presents the findings of the research in a narrative 

form. The analysis of the findings will be made with reference to issues raised in the context, 

literature review and theoretical framework chapters. 

Chapter seven concludes the study. It draws conclusions and inferences based on the literature 

review and theoretical framework, and reflected in the research questions. The chapter also 

gives recommendations based on the results and an indication of possible future research to be 

conducted. Finally the last section provides a list of references and appendix of other material 

used in the study. 

1.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has laid out the broad foundations of the thesis. It briefly introduced the context of 

the study, its theoretical underpinning, research problem and its significance, then the research 

questions were presented and the methodology employed. Finally it outlined the structure of the 

thesi s. On this basis, the thesis now proceeds with journalism and media context of the study, 

literature review, theoretical framework and research methodology which form the basis of the 

forthcoming chapters . 
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Chapter Two: Journalism and Media context of Malawi 

2.0 Introduction 

Having outlined the general background to the study, this chapter is about journalism and 

media landscape in Malawi. In order to fully understand the socialisation of Malawian 

j ournalists in general and business reporters in particular it is essential to understand the 

country's media hi story and landscape and how it has impacted the journalism practice. This 

background will help situate the journalism context from which thi s business reporting study 

is placed. 

2.1 Journalism practice in Malawi 

Journalism practice in Malawi can be analysed based on the operation of the media during 

four distinct phases of the country's political history; colonial period (1891-1964), the 

independence one-party era (1964-1992), political transiti on phase (1992-1994) and the 

mUlti-party democracy period (1994 to date). Banda (2005: 79) observes that the context 

within which media in Malawi operate is influenced by its past and present political 

environment. 

2.2.1 The colonial media system 

Malawi's media as that of many other African countries is a legacy of the colonial past. 

According to Banda (2005) the development of the media system in Malawi (then Nyasaland) 

was directly or indirectly linked to the colonial objectives of the British Empire. The colonial 

period in Malawi dates from 1891 to 1964 when Malawi became independent from colonial 

rule. During that time there was one newspaper The Central African Planter and one radio 

station under the Central African Broadcasting Services (CABS). The station based in Lusaka 

(now capital of Zambia) was useful in galvanising moral support for the war effort during the 

Second World War from both settler and indigenous communities (Banda 2005: 80). It was 

also used to campaign for the political integration of the three territories of Northern 

Rhodesia (Zambia), Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and Nyasaland (Malawi). During the 

colonial period the operation of the media was in the grip of colonial authoritarian legality. 

The colonial powers instituted many laws, for example Article 67 of the Malawian Penal 

Code which refers to the publication of ' fal se news ' and makes it an offence to publish any 

statement, rumour or report that is likely to cause fear and alarm to the public. 
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2.2.2 Media in independent Malawi 

One thing of note during the post-colonial period was that many colonial laws controlling the 

media were retained after independence and used ironically by the victims of the same 

legislation in the interests of the new governments which they constituted. Banda (2005: 79) 

argues that based on assumptions that national unity and development required the full and 

uniform agreement of the populations, post-independent governments proposed that a 

pluralistic media, like pluralistic political situation including opposition and dissenting 

voices, would impede progress and invite rancour and disunity. The logic was to have one 

voice to drive the nation building projects. To compel compliance, the new governments had 

already-made legal resources of colonial legislation to fall back on (Karikari 2005: 18). 

Upon Malawi's independence from British colonialism, the structure of media ownership 

changed. What used to be privately owned media was nationalised. To an extent it meant the 

ruling party became a key player in the ownership of the media. The co lonial Central African 

Planter was renamed The Nyasaland Times (later becoming The Daily Times) and its 

publishers the Blantyre Print and Publishing Company also came under the control of Dr 

Kamuzu Banda and his then ruling Malawi Congress Party. The stage was then set for state 

ownership and control of the media industry. The integration of the media into the structure 

of the MCP and Banda's government resulted in complete control of the media by the 

political elite and the stifling of independent media. This period marked the beginning of 

repression and suppression of dissent in the media in an effolt to bring them into line. In part 

this process was re-enforced by repressive laws inherited from the British. There was one 

radio station, one newspaper and one magazine. Television was not all owed. No other radio 

station was allowed to operate except the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation, MBC. The MBC 

Act of 1964 incorporated the functions and powers of the body establishing the monopoly 

and control of the radio by the state. The Act also sanctioned direct government interference 

with editorial content of broadcast. The 1968 Censorship and Control of Entertainment Act 

made it an offence to publish anything likely to undermine the authority of or public 

confidence in the government (Patel 2000: 16 1). The gross denial of freedom of expression 

was carried out under the pretext of preservation of social morality (Chimombo & Chimombo 

1996: I) No independent press was allowed. Journalism was strictly controlled by the state 

and those known for pursuing objective journalism were jailed and harassed. Freedom of 

expression and the media was totally absent (Kanyongolo 2004: 16) 
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2.2.3 Media during Malawi's political transition 

The turning point in the history and development of the media in Malawi came with the 

political change that took place between 1992 and 1994 (Pate l 2000: 164). This period was 

significant because it was during thi s time that the country moved towards multiparty 

democracy due to among other factors pressure by the donor community, lobbying by 

Christian churches and campaign by political pressure groups. After a referendum in 1993, 

the nation adopted mUltiparty system of governance. A new constitution was adopted in 1994 

which introduced issues of human rights like freedom of the media and freedom of 

expression (Konrad-Adenauer Stiftung 2003: 13). 

Before and around the transition period, Malawians relied mostly on foreign radio stations 

such as Channel Africa of the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) and BBC 

World Service for Africa for information on some political developments happening within 

the country. In the absence of independent print media then, these radio broadcasts were very 

strategic in providing alternative views on events unfolding during the transition to multi

party democracy. The two years of democratic transition (1992-994) were therefore 

auspicious because after 28 years of muzzling, harassment, intimidation, detention and even 

murder of journalists in Malawi, the country witnessed free press. With thi s, pressmen, 

writers and in fact all Malawians competed to find out whose tongue and pen was freer if not 

mightier (Chimombo and Chimombo 1996:26). During this period, more than 20 independent 

newspapers were registered . Before that there had been only two pro-government 

newspapers, The Daily Times and Malawi News. 

2.2.4. Media in democratic Malawi 

2.2.4.1 Print media 

Media in democratic Malawi is dominated by the print media which is concentrated in the 

main urban areas of Blantyre, Lilongwe, Zomba and Mzuzu. Currently, Malawi has two 

dailies, The Nation published by the Nation Publications Limited and The Daily Times 

published by Blanty re Newspapers Limited. Both publishers also circulate weekend editions 

Saturday Nation and Malawi News as well as Sunday editions, Nation on Sunday and The 

Sunday Times. Besides, there are other hal f a dozen newspapers such as The Guardian, The 

News, and others which are either published irregularly or are on the brink of extinction. 
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2.2.4.2 Broadcast media 

Radio has for a long time been the main source of information for the majority of Malawians 

due to its affordability and ease of use among the majority who are illiterate. Though radio 

came much later than print, it became the mass medium. As pointed out earlier in this 

chapter, the radio industry dates back to the British post-war public broadcasting system 

which later on led to the establishment of the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation (MBC) in 

1964 at independence. It remained the only public broadcaster for 30 years. Tn 1997, the 

public broadcaster, MBC introduced a second channel called Radio 2 FM. The establishment 

of the Malawi Communications Regulatory Authority (MACRA) in 1998 to regulate 

functions of the communications sector opened room for many developments in the radio 

industry, and by end of 1999 three private radio stations had been allowed to operate. As of 

2008, there were 21 FM outlets of radio stations in Malawi and more new stations in the 

offing (MACRA website). Licence to radio broadcast falls into four categories: public, 

private, private religious and community. Private FM radios broadcast more musical 

programmes and have more English programming than local languages. Some radio stations 

relay programming from foreign broadcasters like the BBC, Voice of America (VOA), 

Deutsche Welle of Germany, and SABC. 

In terms of television, Malawi was one of the last few countries not only in Southern Africa 

but also in the world to start television broadcasting. Television Malawi (TVM) opened in 

April 1999. Tts broadcasts initially reached Malawi 's main urban areas and have on ly 

gradually grown in coverage but st ill not with total national coverage (Konrad-Adenauer 

Stiftung 2003). Apart from its own programmes in English and Chichewa, TVM relies on 

programming from other outlets such as BBC, VOA and Al Jazeera. So three other 

Television stations have been allowed to operate by MACRA and these are Luntha TV 

owned by the Catholic church, CFC TV of the Cavalry Family Church and AFJ TV 

belonging to the All For Jesus Ministries. In 2007 a private television station, Joy TV, was 

taken off air by MACRA after it began broadcasting due to legal wrangles surrounding its 

licence and issues of dual ownership. The case seemed complicated by the fact that under the 

MACRA Act, no politician or political party can own a radio or televi sion station. Former 

President Bakili Muluzi, then chairman of the opposition United Democratic Front (UDF) 

and an active politic ian, and his son, Atupele, a serving member of Malawi Parliament, were 

both listed as owners of Joy TV. 
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2.5 Journalism education and training in Malawi 

During the one-party system of government there was no journalism training school in 

Malawi. Formal journalism training was introduced years after 1994. The on ly training 

writers or journalists got was either on the job, or at occasional workshops, or if they were 

lucky from abroad (Chimombo and Chimombo 1996: 6) . This meant that those who practised 

journalism in Malawi during the one party state joined the profession 'straight from the 

streets ' . 

Apart from the private journalism training institutions which have mushroomed with the 

coming of political pluralism, two institutions have played a major role in the training of 

journalists in Malawi. These are the University of Malawi's Department of Journalism and 

Media Studies at the Polytechnic and the Malawi Institute of Journalism (MIJ). MIJ was 

established in 1995 and has campuses in the cities of Blantyre, Lilongwe and Mzuzu. MlJ 

provides short courses tailor-made to meet market needs but also runs certificate and diploma 

in journalism programmes. Since 1999 the Polytechnic has been offering a four year Bachelor 

of Arts degree in journalism and a three-year diploma in journalism. A one-year certificate 

and two-year diploma in journalism courses are also offered at the Polytechnic Centre for 

Continuing Education examined by external bodies in the United Kingdom . Chancellor 

College, another constituent college of the University of Malawi (in Zomba), recently 

introduced a degree course in media and communications. The Africa Bible College in the 

capital Lilongwe offers a minor in Communication as well as courses in broadcast and print 

journalism as part of its Bachelor of Arts degree programme. Many smaller training 

institutions have also arisen in the past few years, although accreditation for many of them is 

a major problem. Over the past ten years or so, many graduates from the institutions above 

have entered the media market and helped to professionalise the industry (Chitsulo 2006: 43). 

A considerable number of senior journalists have also undertaken short and long journalism 

courses within and outside Malawi, especially in South A frica , Europe and the US (Ibelema 

et al 2004:.336). In add ition, practising journalists in Malawi have also benefited from short 

courses offered by the Nordic-SADC Journalism Centre (NSJ) . The NSJ was launched in 

1993 in Maputo, Mozambique to offer journalism courses. Over the years, scores of 

Malawian journalists, ed itors, media managers, and trainers have gained from NSJ's training. 

According to Mukela (2005: 132), the NSJ was effectively the on ly bright light for mid career 

training in media in Southern Africa. One Malawian journalist quoted in an NSJ impact 
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assessment report said that "NSJ, more than any other local, regional and international media 

training institution, has played a very dominant and crucial role in orienting Malawian 

journalists towards good journalism." (NSJ report,1998). To many practising reporters in 

Malawi, it is the only journalism training institution they have been to. If there is any 

semblance of sober journalism in democratic Malawi, more than 60 percent of that can be 

attributed to NSJ (Mukela 2005: 134). 

2.6 Journalists in Malawi 

No official survey has been conducted to determine the number of journalists in Malawi. In 

2006, a local journalists association The Lilongwe Press Club developed a media directory in 

which it listed names of journalists from almost all media houses. It estimated that there were 

about 500 journalists in Malawi at that time. Although this figure can be contested, the press 

club attempted to provide a picture of the number of journalists practicing in Malawi, and it 

was the first time such an exercise was carried out (Kaonga 2008: 32). Many of these 

journalists are working for the major print and electronic media, while others are trainers at 

the University of Malawi 's department of journalism at the Polytechnic and Malawi Institute 

of Journalism (MU) in Blantyre, or free lancers for local and international newspapers and 

radio stations (Chitsulo 2006: 43). 

2.7 Professional journalism ill Malawi 

What can be called professionalism among journalists in Malawi came with the changing 

political environment in Malawi. During the one-party state, the professional role of 

journalists was not well-defined. As no independent press was allowed, journalists working 

for the one newspaper and radio then were practising their trade in conformity with the 

dictates of the state and the ru ling palty. It was only in the mUlti-party era that issues of 

professional journalism and strong code of conduct have been identified as essential 

requirements to strengthen the role of the press in a democracy (Patel 2000: 158). The new 

focus was necessary since Malawi, as a nation, was in the process of media transition; from 

media that that had been securing support and loyalty for the state to media that was diverse. 

This was particularly important because in the excitement of free press and expression that 

came with democracy, the press side-tracked the objective of fairness in its reporting. 

Democracy and freedom brought to the media the liberty that to a large extent ignored all the 

fundamental principles of ethical and responsible behaviour by practitioners (Jamieson 2001: 
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116). In the run-up to the 1994 mUlti-party elections, the press developed a culture of 

character assassination, mudslinging, propaganda and opinionated reporting. (Patel 2000: 

164). 

A number of reasons could be cited for this state of affairs, one of which was the fact that 

most, if not all, independent newspapers mushroomed during a period of political transition. 

Behind many newspapers were political figures belonging to opposition parties. As the 

opposition parties were barred from using the state media, they sponsored, created and owned 

their own outlets. Political affiliation and ownership of newspapers influenced the editorial 

policies. The reporting in these publications was partisan flexing their freedom muscles to the 

extent of reporting what had been a taboo in the newspapers before. The idea of reporting the 

unreportable, the unseen, or the secret was declared in the subtitles or slogans that the papers 

carried (Chimombo and Chimombo 1996: 28). The other reason was lack of education and 

training among the journalists. As explained earlier, before 1994 there was no school of 

journalism in Malawi and therefore most people writing for the emerging independent press 

had no formal journalism training or education at all. 

2.8 Code of ethics and professional conduct 

All over the world codes of conduct have been developed for journalists. In fact, ethics is 

inseparable from journalism (Kasoma 1994, Nyamnjoh 2005) . In order to rectify the poor 

image of the media profession, a representative group of experienced journalist, met in 1994 

and came up with the 'code of ethics and professional conduct' as it was felt that the one 

party regime had left journalists inadequately prepared to function in a multi-party set up 

(KAS 2003: 26). This code which was adopted in 1995 laid down standards for ethical and 

professional conduct of journalists and was intended to govern the activities of journalists 

operating in Malawi in both the print and broadcasting sectors. Among the key provisions of 

the journalism code was one requiring all material produced by journalists to be credible, 

balanced and fair to all sides, to report events in a manner that is accurate and objective and 

to distinguish comments and opinions clearly from statements of fact (KAS 2003: 27). 

Apart from coming up with the code, a self regulatory body known as the Media Council of 

Malawi was formed with a mission to promote professionalism in the industry through setting 

standards and upholding values of accountability, integrity and excellence. Recently, the 

media council extended its functions to include the enforcement of accreditation policy, 
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issuance of press cards to accredited journalists and the lodging of public complaints against 

the media. This was done to flush out impersonators and pretenders who had besieged the 

profession masquerading as media practitioners. 

2.9 Newsroom practice 

The adoption of a journalism code of ethics and professional conduct had not translated into 

simi lar journalistic practice. Although there have been positive strides being made by private 

media houses such as Zodiak Radio, Capital Radio, The Nation and The Daily Times, public 

broadcasters such MBC and TVM, and some private stations such as Joy Radio and Radio 

Islam are failing in terms of professionalism. Much of the information on MBC and TVM 

still remains 'protocol news' about the activities of the president and government ministers. 

The work of journalists working for the government owned media institutions is constrained 

by political structures ranging from official laws to direct political interference. Their news 

content is biased in favour of the government and the ru ling party. 

To show their dissatisfaction with how government and ruling party authorities use the state 

media, Malawi Parl iament dom inated by the opposition approved a token one Malawi 

kwacha (less than one US cent) each to the two institutions in the 200812009 national budget. 

There is also a disturbing widespread practice amongjournali sts in Malawi of being paid by a 

news source to facilitate information gathering process despite this not being officially 

approved by ed itors and media managers. For example, organisations that want their events 

to appear on the news are often required to pay transport and other a ll owances to journalists. 

Some will argue that it is understandable considering that the journalists earn very little and 

are not adequately supported by their organisations, but other quarters believe there is a 

danger that sources would end up unduly influencing the news content. 

2. 10 Obstacles to journalistic freedom and independence in Malawi 

Despite striving to maintain professional standards, journalists also face obstacles in their 

work. The Malawi Constitution enshrines freedom of opin ion and expression and the right for 

the media to report and publish freely (Constitution of the Republic of Malawi, 1995). 

However, the country's statute books are also replete with laws that go against the spirit of 

the Constitution. There are no fewer than 40 such laws wh ich deal with collection, processing 
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and dissemination of information and they have been carried over from government to 

government since the colonial period to give the state powers to curtail pluralism and 

diversity in the press in the name of preserving national security, protecting public order and 

safeguarding moral and other grounds (Kanyongolo 1994: 28). The most notable of these 

restrictive laws are the Preservation of Public Security Act which makes it a criminal offence 

to publish anything that the state may consider prejudicial to public security; the Penal Code 

which criminalises the publication of material thought to cause public alarm, and the 

Censorship and Control of Entertainment Act (Chitsulo 2006:37) . 

The Access to Information Bill yet to be tabled in Malawi Parliament is considered a crucial 

piece oflegislation enabl ing media people to get hold of information necessary for their work 

but which officials would normally want to keep under wraps (MISA 2007: 45). In the final 

analysis, although Malawi , according to the International Press Institute, operates in a 

relatively free environment which fosters independent and objective journalism, other media 

watch dog organisations like Media Institute of Southern Africa-MISA report that, 

occasionally, journalists are intimidated, threatened and restricted from getting information 

and arrested on various allegations (Chipale 2004: 39) 

2.11 Business journalism in Malawi 

Although the media in Malawi has for many ycars been featuring business news, the 

institutionalisation of business reporting as a specialist area of journalism is a relatively new 

development. Even the defunct The Malmvi Financial Post and The Malawi Financial 

Observer which emerged in the early 1990 's contained more political than financial news 

(Chimombo and Chimombo 1996: 28). It is worth noting that to date Malawi does not have a 

free-standing business newspaper. Business news is carried as a section in a general 

newspaper or as a supplement. 

2.12 Dynamics of business journalism in Malawi 

In order to understand the dynamics of business reporting in Malawi, there is need to look at 

the nature of the country's economy. The economy of Malawi is based on agriculture which 

accounts for more than 90 percent of the country's export earnings. It is an exporter of 

primary produce and net importer of industrial goods (CIA World Fact book 2007). The other 

major sectors are manufacturing, utilities, construction, transport, distribution and 

communications as well as government services. It has few exploitable mineral resources. 
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The economy depends on substantial inflows of economic assistance from the IMF, the 

World Bank, and individual donor nations. The financial sector is small and less 

sophi sticated. Foreign direct and portfolio investment levels are very low. (World Bank 

report 2008). Business reporting in Malawi by and large captures government econom ic 

activity and policy as well as that of a small private and financial sector. 

2.13 Business journalists in Malawi 

Thomas (1977: 4) argues that there is a shortage of people in the media with the knowledge 

and training to report competently on business matters. This is equally true for the Malawi 

situation. As stated in chapter two, this development is a product of two factors namely the 

one party dictatorial system of government that prevailed for 30 years which did not allow 

any journalism schools to operate and the existing journalism education and training model 

which emphasises general reporting. Training institutions such as the constituent colleges of 

the University of Malawi (Polytechnic and Chancellor College), the MIJ and other private 

inst itutions do not offer specialised business reporting programs. No deliberate policy has 

been put in place to cater for long term needs in business coverage. 

However, in 2005 the Canadian International Development Agency-eIDA under its 

Economic Governance Project funded a review exercise for the Polytechnic' s Department of 

Journalism and Media Studies to increase economics and business content in the curriculum. 

According to the curriculum review document, this need was in line with local and worldwide 

market trends that put emphasis on economic development. The emphasis in the new 

curricu lum on business and economics news was also a reflection of current trends in national 

policies in which there was a major shift towards econom ic governance and accountability, 

hence a well art iculated curricu lum that includes business and economics reporting would 

assist promote such ideals . 

In practical terms, those practising as business writers have largely been subjected to ad hoc 

and short term training interventions. So far training for business reporting has been provided 

by multilateral institutions such as the World Bank and CIDA, as well as local financial 

institutions such as the Reserve Bank of Malawi, Standard Bank and National Bank of 

Malawi. In addition journalists have also benefited from courses organised by international 

institutions such as the Reuters Foundation and NSJ. 
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2.14 Business Journalism at The Daily Times and The Nation newspapers 

The Daily Times is the oldest newspaper in Malawi formed in the early 1960' s and is owned 

by the family of the country's first post-independence president late Dr Hastings Kamuzu 

Banda. The Nation owned by veteran politician Aleke Banda was establi shed in 1993 during 

the trans ition from single party to multi party political dispensation. 

The Daily Times and The Nation being the only daily papers define and dominate business 

repOIting in Malawi . As explained in the introduction chapter, these two have the largest 

circu lation and readership. In addition they have institutionalised business news coverage 

through establishment of business desks along-side other regular beats like politics, 

entertainment and sports. The business desk at The Nation was set up in 1995 and The Daily 

Times followed suit in 1996. The papers have deployed full time staff for the business desks 

both at their main offices as well as regional bureaus. The Daily Times carries four pages of 

business news daily except Saturday and on Wednesday it has an eight-page supplement. The 

Nation on its part has four pages of business news daily except on Sunday and publishes its 

eight-page supplement on Thursday. 

As one way of establ ish ing the type of stories that the papers cover, the researcher gathered 

theme-based data from previous business news reported in the two newspapers over a two

week period. Over 100 business articles were collected to identify the scope and nature of 

business news reported . The business pages of these papers mainly feature government 

economic activity and policy as well as a financial , company and industrial news. There is 

very little coverage of regional and international business news (See Appendix 4A and 4B). 

2.15. Conclusion 

This chapter has spelt out the media context of Malawi, tracing media developments in the 

various phases of the country's political history and also at the evolution and practice of 

business reporting in Malawi. The next chapter of literature review will present what other 

authors have written about the socialisation of journalists generally and of specifically 

business reporters. 
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Chapter Three: Literature Review 

3.0 Introduction 

The previous chapter provided a hi storical background of journalism practice and evolution 

of business reporting in Malawi. This chapter establishes the literature available on 

journalism as a profession and soc iali sation of journalists, business journalism and 

socialisation of business reporters. 

3.1 Journalism as a Profession 

There is debate among scholars and practitioners on whether journalism is a profession or 

not. The bone of contention is around the fact that unlike established professions such as 

medicine and law that follow a specific course of study to practice, journalists enter the 

industry through various routes (Dates 2006: 144). As such there is little agreement on how 

specifically one shou ld go about becoming a journalist. The journalism field has no single set 

of procedures or requirements for certifying its practitioners, no specific credentials, licences 

or certificates necessary to enter the field (Johnstone et al 1976: 31, Weaver and Wilhoit 

1986: 46). 

The problem of look ing at journalism as a profession is that while lawyers can be disbarred; 

and doctors' licences taken away for unethical conduct, sanction is not that straight forward 

for the journalist. That is why most people argue that it is not a profession. Therefore to be to 

be accepted as a professional group, journalists like doctors and lawyers must be seen to 

work to a code of conduct which guarantees their integrity and their trustworthiness and thus, 

their status as reporters of "truth" (McNair 200 I :64). Thus, journalism ethics can be seen as a 

device to facilitate the social construction of legitimacy, to mobilise the trust of the readers in 

what they are reading, hearing or seeing (McNair 200 1:65). 

However, the constructivist approach to the study of journalism profession maintains that the 

examination of functionalist concepts needs to be contextualised in the power relations that 

determine their definition and practice. Constructivists, therefore, examine the various 

complex forces that are brought to bear on journalists and on which they practice. This means 

the idea of professional autonomy in journalism becomes questionable and the label of 

professional in the sense of being public service oriented is compromised (Maugham 2004). 

Functionalist concepts of professionalism that espouse objectivity, fairness and the promotion 
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of pluralism as the core values that govern "professional identity" disregard the 

organisational and social forces that impact on how journalists are either enabled or restricted 

in their practice as "autonomous professionals"(Gallagher 1982: IS3). 

3.2 Journalism education and training 

Journali sm education and training has typically been defined as the means to teach people the 

norms and processes of news work in order to provide them with the skills they need to 

succeed within the industry (Hochheimer 200 I: I 0 I). However, as observed earlier in this 

chapter, unlike the established professions, journalism has no single set of procedures or 

requirements for certitying its practitioners. 

Nevertheless, Joseph Pulitzer writing in 1904 was optimistic that 'before the century closes 

schools of journalism will generally be accepted as a feature of specialised higher education 

like schools of law and medicine ' (cited in Stuart-Adam. 2001: 31S). Despite this optimism, 

scholars such as Stuart Adams have critiqued what Pulitzer predicted arguing it is still short 

off the mark as the project of journalism education across the world has not produced a 

professional discipline of great prestige and the field does not possess the levels of legitimacy 

marking schools of law, medicine, engineering, or even business (Stuart-Adams 2001: 31S). 

The content and even the existence of j ournalism education has been a source of debate 

amongst journalism educators and practitioners for over a century (Macdonald 2006: 746). 

The old tradition that journalists are born and not created prevails leading to resistance in 

some official circles to the idea of educating and training journalists (Kariithi 1995 :376). 

But Nyamnjoh (200S: 94) blames much of the bad journalism on lack of professional 

education and training among most journalists, a factor which has affected the capabilities for 

the messenger, the nature of the message and how it is received, and which has made quality, 

prestige and credibility of journalism to suffer. The problem of journal ism education has 

often been posed in terms of a choice between formal school education and training on the 

job. [n most countries where the two systems co-exist, the school system has not been able to 

impose itself as the only approach that can turn out qualified and competent professionals, 

since many renowned journalists have often never been to any training school or centre 

(Nyamnjoh 200S:97). Those who favour on-the-job training believe that journalism requires 

the wisdom that comes from practice and experi ence and not books or lectures. To them 

formal education matters little in a successful journalism career. Glasser (2006: 148) posits 
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that even with the proliferation of books, journals, and other li terature devoted to every 

conceivable topic of the field, there exist no specialised body of knowledge which precedes 

the practice of journalism. No one needs a degree in journalism or any degree at all, to excel 

as a reporter. What journalists need to learn is that the knowledge they must master comes 

mostly from the field (Cole 2003:58). 

For proponents of formal training, practical skills are not enough, formal education and 

training matters and succeeds as it engenders among journalists a certain quality of thinking 

about journalism and a state of preparedness for the task (De Burgh 2003 : 110). It is also not 

entirely clear what a higher, formal education really means to the practice of journalism. This 

confusion arises from disagreements among practitioners as to whether journali sm education 

shou ld be offered by colleges as a form of vocational training or by universities as a degree 

programme. Phillips (2003 :71) argues institutes of journalism training should offer vocational 

courses combining practical experience with journalistic theory. The practical work shou ld 

include basic and traditional journalistic skills like writing, reporting and editing while the 

theory part should cover areas such as the organisation of the media and the profession of 

journalism, what constitutes news values, media law and regulation as well as ethics. 

On the other hand, De Burgh (2003: 95) maintains that journalism shou ld be taught as and be 

regarded as a serious academic discipline and not vocational training arguing that journalists 

need an unusually broad array of ski ll s and knowledge if they are to perform effectively the 

tasks of reporting, analysing and investigating the world around them. That thinking assumes 

that if law and medicine are taught as first degrees then journalism is equally appropriate as a 

university programme. Journalism is becoming a graduate occupation, and university degree 

programmes must be more than just training courses, degrees are about learning to think and 

analyse and develop critical faculties. More than ever before, journalism requires scepticism 

and intelligence, the ability to challenge conventional wisdom and the assertions of those in 

power (Hynes 2001: 289». Hynes further states that journalism education has changed from a 

skill-focussed curriculum to one infused with conceptua l and theoretical courses and 

therefore journalists need to study traditional and basic subjects in the liberal arts so that they 

have a strong foundation of substantial knowledge. 

In Africa, journalism schools and departments of mass communication have been established 

in many countries to offer journalism training and education. However, most training 

institutions are not well equipped to provide adequate and proper training for journalism 
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work. Economic difficulties, lack of resources and dilapidated equipment have rendered these 

institutions increasingly theoretical in approach (Nyamnjoh,2005: 95). In South Africa, 

journalism education has been dominated by the technikons-career based tertiary institutions 

which emphasize practical skills while the Universities stress theory over practice (Megwa 

2001: 283). 

3.3 Business journalism in Africa 

Business journalism is one of the most vibrant sectors of the African media. Although it had 

existed in some African countries for nearly half a century, its roots can be traced to the 

economic crises of the late 1970' s and early 1980' s. The failure of the World Bank sponsored 

structural adjustment programs and the subsequent search for alternatives catapulted 

economics into public discourse in many African countries (Kariithi 2002: 26). Debate then 

centred on whether World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) sponsored ideas 

were appropriate for Africa and whether to adopt alternatives proposed by the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Africa. 

It was the wave of democratisation and the emergence of multi-party politics in many Africa 

countries in the 1990 ' s, however, that added impetus to the growth and development of 

business journalism. It is widely acknowledged that there was a strong political dimension to 

business and economics reporting, not least because governments were generally seen as 

responsible for the health and stewardship of the economy (Goodard etal cited in Doyle, 

2006: 444). This assertion is supported by Kareithi (2005: 121) who observes: 

"There was appreciation in African societies of the crucial role a free press has to 
play in the survival of a democracy in any country. African journalists, in turn, have 
become more aware in their pressing responsibility to regularly monitor and 
scrutinize the government to ensure its performance matches its promise. Nowhere is 
that scrutiny more critical than in the management of the nation ' s business, economic 
and financial affairs. The evolution of an enlightened economics and business press 
is, therefore, a matter of survival for African democracies." 

Businessjournalism is relatively more developed in those African countries where the private 

enterprise is flourishing like South Africa and Kenya which led to the growth of financial 

publications for more than four decades (Kariithi 2002: 26). In the rest of Africa the business 

press was still underdeveloped. 
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3.4 Role of business journalism in Africa 

Business journalism plays a crucial role in society although particular role varies from one 

economic one context to another. The financial media play an indispensable role in the 

market mechanism by providing information for market participants, investors and 

corporations (Parsons, 1990). It is also widely accepted that while some economic and 

business information may be consumed for news sake, many people are constantly making 

economic decisions which are to an extent inspired by the aggregate economic information 

received. Business coverage offers information that people need and use (Welles 200 I: 3). 

(Reed and Lewin 2005: 8) exp lains that business journalism is not only for the executive or 

the investor, it affects everybody. Some commentators go as far as to say no journalism has 

had a bigger impact on lives or will have a big impact on future society as business 

journalism (Roush 2006:8). Readers and viewers now depend on busi ness journalism to 

explain how business works and provide advice about a range of topics. It also influences 

policy as the business press would be a link between the government policy making 

institutions and the economic elite on one hand, and the public for whom the policies are 

made and the unfolding economic change are meant, on the other (Kariithi 1995: 382 see also 

MacDougal 1981: 140). In addition it is argued that the most important role a business 

journalist plays is that of watchdog, holding to account soc iety 's rule makers (Lewin 2000: I; 

Kariithi 1995: 374). It is for this reason that Brand (2009:5) drawing from the scenario in 

South Africa explains that the financial media playa political role in addition to its economic 

role. 

3.5 Critique of African business journalism 

Unlike the Western model of business journalism, the African model (with the exception of 

South Africa and Kenya) had not full y evolved. The bizarre scenario surrounding this form of 

journalism in Africa has had profound effects on news values and news selection process as 

economics issues had been forcefully married into development news (Kariithi 1995: 380). 

Because of this approach business journalism in Africa fails to challenge government 

policies. Since government dominate business and economic activity in most African 

countries, stories about the national economy dominate the news. For many business 

reporters, reporting such stories involves contacting government sources, speeches of 

government officials, use of government docum ents, sifting through government data or 

visiting government projects. Business journalism is thus used as a channel for promoting 
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government development agenda. In the same vein of fostering national development, the 

African business reporters rely on World Bank and IMF representatives as important sources 

of news and the journalists uncritically report policies from these international financial 

institutions. 

Secondly, African business journalism lacked the critical approach when dealing with 

companies and this has negatively affected on its watch dog role. This made business 

reporting fail to investigate activities of companies in a local economy. The business media is 

generally seen as too sympathetic and close to business and corporate entities. The loss of the 

punching room between the financial media and the corporate world is blamed for some of 

the biggest omissions in media coverage in recent years (Kariithi 2003: 159). Business 

journalism should not only serve industry but need to adopt a critical stance. It has been 

stated that: 

"Business is as powerful and influential in our lives as government is. It is an 
institution which needs unpacking, analysing and criticising in the same way we do 
government. Whatever it does needs to be analysed and criticised (business editor 
labulani Sikhakhane quoted in Rumney 2008: 18) 

Thirdly, the African business journalism had copied the elitist orientation and approach of the 

western Europe and US model. Contemporary African economics journalism is widely 

practiced and marketed as an elite communication as opposed to mass communication 

(Kariithi 2003: 57). There appears to be a conviction among journalists that business and 

economics news is not meant for the masses and many business journalists share the 

perception that the only meaningful way to reports events of an economic nature is to display 

figures, statistics and graphs (Mogekwu 2005: 63). The perception and orientation towards 

the audience of such news ought to be different from that of European or US journalists. 

European and African audiences had different levels of economic awareness, of 

enlightenment and relationship with the business domains (Mogekwu 2005: 65). This 

restricted and continued to tighten the circle of those who were confident enough to engage 

with such information. Business news was thus understood by a continuously diminishing 

percentage of the population. This exclusionist character contradicted the theoretical premise 

of media and society and the popular participation premise underpinning modern 

democracies. Business news need to be simplified to accommodate all citizens as it was for 

everyone. 
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As Breed and Lewin (2005:8) put it, gone are the days when only the corporate executives 

devoured the business, financial and economics press, now it was everyone in the pool. 

Business news segments in the mainstream media should be intended to be accessible and 

appeal ing to non special ist aud iences, and stories should capture and susta in the attention of a 

broad, lay readership ( Doyle 2006: 436). 

3.6 Becoming a business journalist in Africa 

What appears to be a constraining factor in the growth of business reporting in African 

countries is the shortage of competent journali sts in th is special ised reporting (Masanilo 

1991: \5) . Reporting business to a large extent depends on the ability of journalists to do it 

effectively. 

However, thi s genre of reporting is considered difficult j ournali sm. Business journalism 

needs specialised knowledge and reporting ski lls. Ludwig (2002 : 129) argues that the 

complexity of business, finance and economics requires sophistication not typica lly taught in 

journalism schools. Although people j oining the journalism profession today were better 

educated and prepared, unfortunately few had the bas ic understanding of economics, 

accounting, mathematics, statistics, the cap ital markets or capitalism itself. They generally 

possessed poor media skills in comprehending and reporting business and economics. Media 

scholars agree that media houses were unprepared to tackle this journalistic genre. Most 

journalists j oining the business beat knew little about economics, business or finance. This 

lack of knowledge rendered them unprepared as business j ournalists (McNair 200 1: 13, Lewin 

2002 :21). 

Because of the rapid demand for business coverage, reporters who had experience covering 

other types of stories were just thrown into the business beat. Hiring and deployment of an 

economics reporting team became a tricky task. In fact, most editorial managers conceded 

recruiting the right people for the business desk was the toughest part of their job (Reed and 

Lewin 2005: 13). Since journalism education and train ing emphasizes general reporting, the 

preference for business reporting has always been for general experience and competence 

rather than specialised knowledge (Turnstall 1970:25). 

However, a business news desk of every newspaper was different. Those with lots of 

resources had the luxury of picking and choosing their staff; either from the news 

organi sation' s existing pool of talent or by go ing outside the organisation to lure experienced 
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people. Those with little resources do not have the clout to add or attract staff, so often they 

hired and mentored younger, less experienced journalists (Reed and Lewin 2005: 13). Upon 

deployment to the business desk they underwent a process of socialisation to be exposed to 

the demands of the new form of reporting. Ed itors staffing business sections realised that to 

cover the field effectively, reporters needed specialised knowledge, experience and training 

since business coverage required more background knowledge than other fields. Gradually 

fading was the old notion that any good general assignment repOlter could turn out a quick 

authoritative story in any subject (Welles 2003: 14). 

3.7 Training of business reporters in Africa 

The shortage of skilled and competent business reporters stemmed ITom the fact that the 

foclls of training in most journalism education institutions had, by and large, been on general 

reporting hence very little attention was given to reporting in such specialised areas as 

business and finance (Masanilo 1991 : 16). 

One major intervention to enable business journalists produce better work was to expose 

them to the training and education that makes them understand the significance of events and 

of what they are writing about. Business reporters needed classes or training in business and 

economics to provide them with the too ls necessary for their work. (Roush 2004: 3).There 

was no consensus on the specific type of training a business reporters had to undergo. 

However, studies by Ludwig (2003) and Roush (2006) revealed some of the important topics 

business journalists must have knowledge of and these included the following: the way the 

economy works, accounting, mathematics, statistics, money and numbers, how to read a 

budget, how to read, understand and interpret financial statements and annual reports, how 

capital markets operate, global economics and busi ness. It was for this reason that more and 

more journalists were pursuing business and economics degrees as the field is more 

demanding that any other news reporting speciality. 

Since there were few (if any) formal institutions for speciali sed training of business 

journalists, media organisations and academic institutions had taken up the task of improving 

the quality of business reporting. Conferences and seminars were organised for business 

reporters to learn more about their jobs and write with better understanding of the topics they 

encountered. Some universities realised the need for more training in business journalism and 

began offering majors in the field (Roush 2006: 230) . Other initiatives in this regard are 
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undertaken by the World Bank Institute, Reuters Foundation, Standard Bank Group and The 

Financial Times of London through offering introductory courses in economics journalism, 

but a as Kariithi ( 2005: 27) observes long term training strategy was critical for substantive 

progress to be made. 

One giant initiative to promote business and economics journalism in Africa was the 

formation in 1999 of the African Economics Editors Network by the then Pearson Chair of 

Economics Jou rnalism at the Department of Journalism and Media Studies at Rhodes 

University, South Africa. This network was a forum where journalists used to meet annually 

to brainstorm on ways to improve economics and business coverage as a long term strategy to 

institutionalise economics journalism on the continent. The network made great strides of 

tying to improving skills of African business rep0l1ers through increased resource sharing, 

training and interaction. 

Individual countries had also made efforts to improve and promote business reporting. In 

Zambia, for example, the Zambian Institute of Mass Communication ran occasional short 

programs on business reporting. But it was the Bank of Zambia that had been the leader in 

attempting to address the paucity of financial skills among journalists by offering an annual 

residential course in financial reporting. The Central Bank availed some of its economists to 

explain the basic principles and language that would help journalists have a better 

understanding when reporting economics and other matters pertaining to banking (Kareithi 

2005: 147). 

Professional business journalism associations had also been formed in many African 

countries such as Niger, Mali, Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, Mozambique and 

Namibia. These business writers associations were helping journalists improve coverage as 

well as develop general work guidelines (Kariithi 2005: 28) 

3.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the available literature on journalism as a profession and 

socialisation of journalists with particular reference to business reporters. The next chapter is a 

theoretical framework on which this study is anchored. 
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Chapter Four: Theoretical Framework 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter maps out the theoretical terrain of the study. Since it is concerned with business 

journalism as a subfield of news reporting, the research draws from scholarly debates that 

deal with the phenomenon of specialisation in journalism. Some scholars have argued that the 

roles and values of specialist reporters, just like those of other reporters are to a large extent 

influenced by the larger structure within which they work. For this reason, the study also 

engages with the theories such as sociology of journalism that explain the way in which 

journalists are constrained or enabled in their daily work by structure and agency. 

4. 1 Sublields and specialisation in journalism 

One of the earliest writers on the journalistic specialisation argued that journalists were 

becoming subject to a compulsion to respect and observe the intellectual disciplines and the 

organised body of knowledge which the specialist in any fie ld possesses at the time (Turnstall 

(197 1:1 ). For this reason it has been argued that an important organising distinction in an 

increasingly fragmented media environment is thematic specialisation into what is usually 

called a "beat". 

As a result the journalism field has been structured between a "generalist" pole and a 

"specia lised" pole (Marchette 2005:64). It is noteworthy to highlight that journalistic 

specialisation was obviously not compatible to academic disciplines, not least because there 

were no formal entry requirements. The articulation of the journalistic field around the two 

poles of generalist and specialist reflects the characteristics of the publics to whom media 

outlets were addressed, and the outlets as well as the journalists themselves (Marchette 2005: 

65). The world was bureaucratically organ ised for journalists, and that their view of society 

as bureaucratically structured was the very basis upon which they were able to detect events. 

The beat provides a way in which news organisations limit production costs thereby defining 

the world of possible news (Fishman 1980:51) . 

In an eff0I1 to deal with the unce11ainties of news breaks, media houses go for the most easily 

available news coverage through establishment of routines in news beats (Ettema etal 1997, 

Soloski 1997). The routine procedures allow media houses to allocate resources in a manner 

that ensures a regular output is produced. In each of these arguments there is an assumption 
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that journalists on a particular beat adhere to the routines of the news sources which exposes 

them to dependence not only on facilities provided for their conveniences such as travel 

arrangements but also the timing of disclosures of news by the sources (Napori 1997). The 

reinforcement of the specialised pole in the journalistic field is shown by the cease less growth 

of specialised magazine outlets addressed to a professional or specialised public. 

To meet this demand, both university communications programmes and post graduate 

journalism schools had established thematic options in politics, sc ience, agriculture, 

environment, SPOltS, business, and so on. All j ournalists operating in a particular journalistic 

sub-field shared norm s, values and practices specific to that field. In this regard, business 

journali sm was a distinct and legitimate news reporting sub-field and had developed a 

number of specific practices and norms of its own (Kjaer and Slaata 2007:38) 

4.2 Sociology of journalism 

Sociology of journalism examines the social determinants of journalistic output; the features 

of social life and organisation which shape, influence and constrain its form and content 

(McNair 2001: 3). The journalistic text is viewed as a product of a wide variety of social, 

cultural, technological, political and economic forces, especially to a particular soc iety at a 

particular time. News is not an objective reflection of reality (Tuchman 1978). It is a product 

of interaction between news workers, news organisations and other institutions in society. 

Understanding the content, meaning, role and impact of journalism therefore requires 

description and analysis of the broader social context within which it is produced and the 

factors of production which determine that context (McNair 200 I: 4). 

The sociology of journalism, therefore, describes the context and analyses the social 

relationships and interactions which define the journalists' parameters of vision, constrain 

their autonomy and shape, and dictate the form and content of what they write and speak 

(McQuail 1994: 210). It has been argued that: 

Journalists in modern capitalist societies aspire to independence, and most have it to 
varying degrees, but they can never be entirely "free" from the circumstances within 
which their work is organised, regulated, marketed and consumed (McNair 200 I: 12). 

Several studies in sociology of news reveal that a number of factors are involved in processes 

that shape news. Broadly, there are three approaches to the study of news production-
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political economy, social organ isation of news work and cultural approach (Schudson 2000: 

177). 

Political economy perspective relates the outcome of news to the structure of the state and 

economy and to the economic foundat ion of the news organisation. This approach highlights 

the influence of economics, palticularly ownersh ip and contro l (McNair 200 I). Scholars of 

the political economy of the media argue that med ia serve to mobilise support for the special 

interests that dominate the state and private activity. This view holds that there is a 

conspiracy as the media are owned and operated by the dominant class and that the media 

serve an ideological function- a vehicle through which the capitalist system legitimates and 

sustains itself. Economic domination of media organisations is widely assumed to translate 

into power and influence over organ isational features such as editorial bias (McQuail 

1994:206) . 

Another economic factor is the influence of evolving media and information markets on the 

content of journali sm. Journalism is a commodity which must be sold to sophisti cated and 

demanding consumers in an increas ingly competitive market place. The economic dimension 

has a major impact on the form, content and style of journalism (McNair 200 I: 13). 

The social organisation of news work comes primarily from the field of socio logy, especially 

the study of social organisations, occupations and professions, and the social construction of 

ideology (Schudson 2000: 177). Thi s perspective analyses how the efforts of journalists on the 

job are constra ined by organi sational and occupational demands. The social organisation of 

news-work appreciates that journalism is a social construction, the result of a production 

process centred on the newsroom which defines people's activity in terms of its routines and 

limitations (McNair 2001 :62). Few journali sts are free to cover what they wish; they are 

limited by set deadlines and competitive pressures (Dunwoody 1997: 156). 

Also underpinning the work of a journalist is the professional status to work to an ethical 

code of conduct. Professional norms of a journalist are of two types; technical norms which 

deal with news gathering and reporting, and ethical norms which embrace the newsman 's 

obligations to the craft and include such ideals as responsibility, impartiality, accuracy, fair 

play and objectivity (Breed 1997: 108). Additi onally, every newspaper has a po licy which is 

followed by the edi torial staff and manifests in slanting as well as whether to feature or bury 

a story (McQuai l 1994: 206). 
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It is for this reason that McNair (200l: 63) argues that those who criticise journalistic output 

from an ideological vintage point, often overestimate the extent to which journalists are free 

agents since a journalist is like a clog in a wheel over whose speed and direction he or she 

may have little or no control. 

The cultura l approach emphasises the constraining force of broad cultural traditions and 

symbolic systems regard less of the structure of economic organisation or the character of 

occupational routines (Schudson 2000: 177). A cultural account of news is relevant in 

understand ing journalists' renderings of how they know "news" when they see it. It helps to 

explain generalised images and stereo-types in the news media (Schudson 2000: 189). 

Although the three approaches have greatly advanced understanding of the media by 

focussing on the spec ific institutions and the specific processes in those institutions 

responsible for creating news, none of the three perspectives by itself can account for all that 

we might want to know, they are not to be viewed as mutually exclusive, they give a fuller 

account when viewed together (Schudson 2000: 195). 

4.3 Hierarchy of influences approach 

Reese ' s (2001) hierarchy of influences model cuts across Schudson's three perspectives by 

studying news production from five levels. These range from the most micro to the most 

macro; individual, routines, organisational, extra media and ideological with each successive 

level viewed as subsuming the one(s) prior. This hierarchy of influences model looks at 

individual journalists within organisational and ideological constraints. It provides a multi

perspectival approach that helps examine individual journalists, practices and the system. The 

hierarchical aspect draws attention to the idea that the forces operate simultaneously at 

different levels of strength in any shaping of media content (Reese 2001: 179). 

4.3.1 Individual level 

The individual level looks at the extent to which individual news workers are responsible for 

selection and passing of news items and the role the news worker plays in shaping news. At 

this level , attention is paid to describe the individual characteristics such as training, 

background, values, attitudes and how they influence content. The point is to understand to 

what extent their characteristics impact in shaping news. The analysis is aimed at uncovering 

the subjectivity of journalists. 
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4.3.2 Routines level 

This leve l looks at the selection of news as determined by impartial ru les or routine. It 

considers the constraining influences of journalistic practises. ' Routines' are patterned 

practices that work to organise how people perceive and function within the social world. 

Individuals do not have complete freedom to act on their beliefs and attitudes, but must 

operate with in a multitude of limits imposed by technology, times, space and norms (Reese 

2001: 180). This level is important because it illustrates the extent to which individual news 

worker acts as a gate keeper or merely carries out a set of routine procedures. They are 

viewed in negative light as constraints on individual agency, but they can just as 

appropriately be viewed as inevitable features of any human activity. Much of what 

journalists provide as reasons for their behaviour are actually justifications for what they have 

been obliged to do by forces outside their control. 

4.3.3 Organisational level 

Organisational level analysis looks at how the organisation, its structure and culture influence 

and shape news se lection. This analysis pays special attention to organisational goals and 

policies. Major questions addressed at thi s level are suggested by organisational chart, wh ich 

maps the key roles and their occupants and how those roles are related to each other in formal 

lines of authority. Breed (1997) has observed that at the organisational level, power is not 

overtly expressed over the news product because it would violate the notion of objectivity. A 

journalist anticipates organisational boundaries the power which manifests in self-censorship 

by its members. Thus the journalist may actually state that no one told him or her to suppress 

a story; this self-policing is more effective than direct censorship. One has to understand 

organisational structure and its control mechanisms in order to make an accurate assessment 

of how news is shaped (Reese 200 I: 182). 

4.3.4 Extra media level 

These are influences that originate from individuals and organ isations which are themselves 

not part of the media (Mc Quail 200 I: 15). Power to shape content is not in the media alone, 

but is shared w ith a variety of institutions in society including the government, advertisers, 

public relations, influential news sources, interest groups and even other media organisations 

(Reese 200 I: 182). This influence draws attention to the way media are subordinated to elite 

interests in the larger system. It assumes that the media operate in a structured relationship 
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with other institutions that function to shape media content. These other actors seek to have 

their views journalistically represented in the most positive manner possible from their self

interested perspectives (McQuail 200 \: 16). 

4.3.5 Ideological level 

Ideology maps the entire social system and how it shapes news selection and presentation. As 

Reese (200 I: 183) has observed, concern here is how the media 's symbolic content is 

connected with larger social interest, and how meaning is constructed in the service of power. 

Media owners and managers are committed to the continuance and maintenance of capitalist 

system of private property ownership (Gitlin 1980). These media elites support the political

economic system as their power and prestige is supported by it. Gitlin argues that hegemonic 

forces are operating within the media. Socialisation of reporters plays a role in assimilating 

news workers to the dominant ideology which result in a shared out look and approach to 

issues. 

4.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has looked at the two theoretical frameworks which influences the study in 

question. It has looked at scholarly works on specialisation in journalism and sociology of 

journalism. The next chapter is on the methodology employed to collect data for the study. 
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Chapter Five: Research methodology 

5.0 Introduction 

The previous chapter dealt with the theoretical framework that informs the study. This 

chapter is about the methodology employed to generate data for the study. The chapter 

describes and discusses the research design and procedures. This is done by addressing 

methodological issues such as the case study approach, techniques applied in sampling, data 

collection methods employed and data analysis methods. The value of this chapter is also to 

give a guide for similar or comparative research to be conducted. 

5.1 Research design and procedure 

A research design is concerned with key issues involved in planning what will be done in 

conducting a research. These issues are not limited to data collection but also establishing 

research relationships with those to study, selecting sites and participants and analysing data 

that is collected (Maxwell 2005:79) . A research design is essentially a blue print or set of 

plans for collecting information and as such all research designs incorporate the steps in the 

process of collecting and analysing data (Wimmer and Dominick 1991: 25) . 

The research design, therefore, sets out the logic of the enquiry and as such should include 

the logistical arrangements that one proposes to undertake, the measurement procedures, the 

sampling strategy and the frame of analysis. For any investigation, the selection of an 

appropriate research design is crucial in enabling one to arrive at valid findings and 

conclusions (Kumar 2005: 47). Planning how the data will be used once it has been collected 

is an important part of any research design. Knowing how data will be processed is essential 

to deciding on only what data to collect but also in what form the data can be collected. 

5.2 Case study approach 

As explained in the introduction, this research adopted a case study approach. Case studies 

are in-depth investigations of particular events, circumstances or situations which offer the 

prospect of revealing understanding of a kind which might escape broader surveys (Stake 

1995: 14). Stake further adds that often a large scale survey will not provide the in-depth 

understanding required. It then becomes necessary to look into detail at what is happening in 

a smaller number of instances or cases. This provides a greater depth at the expense of 
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breadth. Wisker (200 I: 190) observes that case study as a method offers an opportunity to 

consider a situation, individual, event, group, organisation or whatever is appropriate as an 

object of study. One of the advantages of using case study methodology and methods is that 

an in-depth situation, individual or phenomenon can be explored fully. Case studies are used 

when it is necessary to develop a detailed understanding of what is happening in complex 

circumstances (Moore 2006: 13). 

The choice of case studies is critical; they should be selected so that they broadly represent 

the total population being surveyed. They can never be representative in a statistical sense. 

Rather they reflect the main characteristics of the whole population. One of the issues is that 

one cannot generalise from one case, so the case needs to be contextualised and carefully 

described for others to consider its usefu lness in other contexts. Some researchers find it 

useful to work with a single case study and others select several cases. The use of several 

cases helps to establish a range and increase the likelihood of generali sabil ity. In this study, 

the two daily newspapers The Daily Times and The Nation were chosen as case studies as it 

was deemed they were representative of other media institutions in Malawi. 

Upon establishing the case studies, the research procedure concentrated on four mam 

components; sampling, the research relationship that is established with the study subjects, 

data collection and data analysis. 

5.3 Sampling 

Decisions about who to include in a study ( traditionally called sampling) is an essential part 

of research methods. In qualitative research, a typical way of selecting settings and 

individuals fall s under purposive sampling or purposeful selection or criterion-based selection 

(Creswell 2003: 46) . This is a strategy in which particular settings, persons or activities are 

se lected deliberately in order to provide information that cannot be gotten as well from other 

choices (Maxwell 2005: 88). Selecting those settings and individuals that can provide the 

information needed to answer one's research question is one of the most important 

considerations. 

This study adopted a purpos ive sampling procedure which allows the researcher to choose a 

case because it illustrates some feature or process in which he or she is interested. Denzin and 

Lincoln (1994) put it that many qualitative researchers employ purposive sampling and not 

random sampling, they seek out groups, settings and individuals where the process being 
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studied is most likely to occur. Purposive sampl ing demands that one thinks critically about 

parameters of the population one is interested in and to choose the sample carefully on that 

basis (Silverman 2000: 104). 

As explained in the introduction chapter, this study was about investigating the process of 

becoming a business reporter in Malawi. This was a qualitative study which sought to gain 

understanding from the perspective of journalists themselves about how they changed-and 

the constraints they encountered-from generalists to special ist business reporters. [n pursuit 

of this focus, the researcher targeted two leading daily newspapers in Malawi, The Daily 

Times and The Nation. These newspapers were chosen because they covered more business 

issues and in greater detail than other newspapers and rad io and television stations. 

Furthermore, the two daily papers were significant as they had set up separate business desks 

alongside other regular beats such as politics, entertainment and sports . The two newspapers 

were also important as they enjoyed a high circulation and readership in Malawi. The Daily 

Times and The Nation have a circulation of 16,000 and 20,000 respectively (Chitsulo 2006: 

34, MISA 2007:47). Apart from the reporters, additional information was also collected from 

editors of the two newspapers. This served not only to complement data from business 

reporters but also to get data from a different perspective. 

5.4 Access and consent 

Hansen et al (1998) suggest that the success of any research depends on forming useful and 

informative relationship with subjects under study. The relationship created with participants 

in a research (who can facilitate or interfere with the study) is an important part of one's 

methods and how to initiate and negotiate these relationsh ips is a key design deci sion 

(Maxwell 2005: 80). These relationships are conceptualised as "gaining access" to the setting 

or "negotiating entry." The research relationship that one establishes can facilitate or hinder 

other components of the research design such as participant selection and data collection. It 

was necessary to gain the trust of both the editors and the business reporters. 

At the onset, the researcher contacted editors of the two newspapers to brief them on the 

study and to seek permission for journalists in their newsrooms to participate in the study. On 

12 October, 2009, the researcher had an appointment with the editors of the Daily Times and 

The Nation newspapers to negotiate research at the institutions. The editors granted 

permission upon reading a letter of introduction from the Rhodes University appointed 
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supervisor. The editors introduced the researcher to the business editor through whom the 

researcher was able to meet the business reporters. The researcher used this opportunity to 

bui ld a cordial relationship with them by explaining the purpose of the study and establi shed 

their availability for the interviews. The researcher met business j ou rnalists individually and 

explained what was expected of them. As a result interviewees were more frank and open in 

their responses to the interview questions that might otherwise have been difficult if access 

and consent was not we ll negotiated. During the period of the research, the business desk at 

The Daily Times had four reporters, three at the head office in Blantyre and one based at the 

regional office in the capital, Lilongwe. Likewise The Nation had four business reporters with 

one also based at its regional bureau in Lilongwe. In total 10 peop le participated in the study 

(eight business reporters and two editors). 

5.5 Research methods 

Although the methodological approach in this study was principally qualitative, a short 

structured questionnaire was in itially employed at a preliminary stage of data collection. The 

purpose of the questionnaire was to gather basic demographic and bio-data from the business 

reporters. The qualitative methods employed were in-depth face-to-face interviews, focus 

group interviews, and documentary analysis. The sections below di scuss each of these 

methods in turn. 

5.5.1 Questionnaire 

A questionnaire is a written list of questions, the answers to which are recorded by 

respondents or by the researcher. In a questionnaire, respondents read questions and then 

write down the answers (Leedy and Ormond 2005 :28). The questionnaire is advantageous in 

that it is less expensive as it serves time and human and financial resources. It also offers 

greater anonymity as there is no face to face interaction between the respondents and 

interviewer, for example in situations when sensitive questions are asked it helps to increase 

the likelihood of obtaining accurate information (Wisker 2001: 24). In this study a short 

structured se lf administered questionnaire with seven items was used that required the 

respondents to provide closed answers (Refer Appendix 1). Completed questionnaires were 

returned by the reporters within two days. 
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5.5.2 In-depth face-to-face interviews 

Information gathered from the short structured questionnaire with the business reporters 

reporters formed the basis of subsequent in-depth face to face interviews. The in-depth 

interview was the main data collection method in the study. This method was selected 

because it was considered appropriate to yield optimum answers to the study question. Since 

the study was interested in getting independent perspectives of journalists, in-depth 

interviews were deemed appropriate for the study as Bower cited in Jensen (1982: 240) states 

that "the best way to find out what people think about something is to ask them." 

Moreover, in-depth interviews allow a substantial room for respondents to express 

themselves more openly and for the researcher to be able to probe explanations. It has to be 

pointed out that the interviews were conducted by fo ll owing guideli nes which focussed on 

certain themes that presented themselves as issues worth investigating in the research . Th is 

type of interview is conducted with the aim of so liciting detailed information about specific 

aspects as it allows the interviewer to formulate questions based on the respondent's answers 

(Wimmer and Dominick 1991: 45). In-depth interview is a useful technique for collecting 

information which would unlikely with techniques such as questionnaire. What distinguishes 

the interview from survey questionnaire is the researcher's flexibility to explore interesting 

things that come up during the interview (Priest 1996: 108). The theoretical roots of the in

depth interview are in what is known as the interpret ive tradition. These are face to face 

encounters between the researcher and informants directed towards understanding 

informants ' perspectives of their li ves, experiences or situations as expressed in their own 

words (Creswell 2003: 144). Walliman (2005 : 285) notes that the structuring of the interview 

depends on the type of information one wishes to elic it. For very precise answers to questions 

used in quantitative and statist ical analysis, a tightly structured interview is required with 

closed questions formulated in a method simi lar to a questionnaire. According to Fontana and 

Frey (1994:363) structured interviews refer to a situation in which the interviewer asks each 

respondent a series of pre-established questions with a limited set of response categories. 

Structured interviews use a pre-conceived interview schedule which the interviewer shou ld 

follow closely. 

In this study a semi-structured interview format was adopted to ensure as much information 

as possible was obtained through probing people 's responses. The interviews with the 

reporters were done in the newsroom library. The location was appropriate for this purpose as 
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it was quiet which ensured no interference and di sruption. Similar semi-structured in-depth 

interviews were also conducted with editors of the two newspapers and these were conducted 

in their offices. While it is common practice to make notes during an in depth interview, the 

researcher recorded the interviews with the business reporters and the editors which were 

later transcribed. (Refer to Appendix 2 and 3 for interview guides used for reporters and 

editors) 

5.5.3. Focus group interviews 

Focus groups are small groups brought together specifically to focu s on certain issues which 

enable close scrutiny and lengthy discussions (Wisker 2001: 141). They are very useful in 

capturing people' s responses and feelings. With several people present in a focus group, ideas 

and issues tend to shape themselves as people speak, and the subjects start to form an 

understanding of participants ' debate certain points. Focus groups have some advantages over 

in individual in depth interviews. While in depth interviews allow people to talk in detail 

about their beliefs and feelings, focus groups force people to consider how they feel about 

issues in the light of other people's feelings (Lunt 1996: 82). They create an opportunity for 

the energy and momentum of the group interaction to open up wider range of responses than 

is possible in an individual interview. The essence is interaction between members of the 

group, seeing how people moderate their views, react to different perspectives and manage 

their disagreements (Moore 2006: 144). While most issues were dealt with during the in

depth interviews with individual reporters, the focus group interviews concentrated on only 

those issues and aspects of the study that emerged critical and controversial during in-depth 

interviews. Two focus group interviews were conducted, one for reporters at The Daily Times 

and the other for reporters at The Nation. Since many business reporters were stationed at the 

main office, these were purposely targeted for the focus group interviews. As a moderator of 

the focus group interviews, the researcher 's task was to ensure that the conversation did not 

stray from the key issues under investigation. Just like indepth interviews, the two focus 

group interviews were also recorded. 

5.5.4 Document analysis 

Atkinson and Coffey (2004:57) observe that qualitative field research should pay careful 

attention to analysis of documentary realities. Document analysis can be used either to 

supplement the data collected or as a primary focus of research (Deacon et al 2007). In this 
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study, document analysis was employed to supplement data collected through questionnaire, 

semi structured interviews and focus group interviews. To this effect the researcher collected 

documents at the two newspapers. These documents were code of ethics and editorial policy. 

At The Daily Times, the journalists' code of ethics and editorial policy was incorporated 

within the company's general conditions of service while The Nation had an editorial policy 

and code of practice as one document (refer to Appendix 5). In conducting the document 

analysis, the researcher took a close reading of the documents and identified those sections 

that related to the professional soc ialisation and work of the business reporters. There was 

need to approach documents for what they are and what they are used to accomplish, 

examining their place in the organisational setting (Atkinson and Coffey 2004: 73). The 

documents were thus treated and analysed with a critical eye and information obtained from 

them formed the basis of some questions put across to the reporters and editors . 

5.6 Data analysis procedure 

Analysis of data is an ongoing process which may occur throughout the research process, 

with earlier analysis informing later data collect ion (Blaxter et al 1996: 173). Analysis should 

not start when the data had been collected. As the data is being collected, one should be 

refining ideas, questioning things and trying to see the underlying reasons and causes. 

Collection and analysis became integrated so that one can see what to deduce to inform the 

next step of the research (Moore 2006: 74). All the recorded interviews were transcribed . The 

data was interpreted and analysed further because in-depth interviews are not considered 

finished accounts of the respondents ' experience (Jensen 1982:4). Given that the interviews 

produced data in form of verbatim transcripts, it was the researcher's task to interpret the 

meaning of these data and present their most salient features in critical and coherent form. 

Thematic coding was used as a mode of analysi s. As Jensen (1982: 247) explains, the 

approach is: 

"A loosely inductive categorisation of interview extracts with reference to various 
concepts, headings or themes. The process compri ses the comparing, contrasting and 
abstracting of the constitutive elements of meaning." 

The researcher' s focus was therefore to report those sections of the interviews that shed most 

light on the research question at hand. Using the research questions, the interview protocol 

and the initial readings of the transcripts as a guide, themes were developed to apply to the 

data. Each of these themes was al so broken down into sub themes and in some cases into sub-
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sub themes. The data was then written in narrative form with pertinent quotations used to 

illustrate major findings of the study. 

5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the research design, procedure and sampling adopted in the study. It 

has also discussed the case study approach adopted in this study as well as the main 

methodological approach chosen for the study which was principally qualitative. However, a 

questionnaire was initially used as basis for conducting in depth interviews with the business 

reporters. The in-depth interviews were also done with editors. In addition focus group 

interviews with business reporters and documentary analysis were also conducted. The next 

chapter presents and analyses the key findings of the study in relation to the literature review 

and theoretical framework expounded in chapters three and four. 
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Chapter Six: Study findings and analysis 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents key findings and analysis of a study that sets out to investigate evidence 

on the situation on the ground regarding becoming a business reporter in Malawian. This is 

an important chapter as it exposes what the whole research was about as it provides proof of 

motivation and process of transforming into a business journalist in the local context. The 

value of th is chapter is to achieve the goal and purpose of this study. The findings and 

analysis will be rooted in the objectives of the study and are informed by the literature review 

and theoretical framework. This chapter combines findings from questionnaires, individual 

in-depth interviews, focus group interviews and document analys is. Due to the qualitative 

nature of the methodology in th is study, findings from the in-depth and foc us group 

interviews are presented and discussed concurrently under various sections in a narrative 

form based on major thematic concerns hinged on the objectives of the study. Although these 

themes are in practice inter-twined, they are treated separately for analytical reasons and for 

clarity of analysis and discussion. These findings will be presented, illustrated and 

collaborated with quotations arising from in-depth interviews 

In order to maintain the confidentiality of the identity of the reporters, they will be identified 

as The Daily Times Reporter 1,2,3 and 4 and as The Nation Reporter 1,2,3 and 4. Similarly, 

The Daily Times ed itor will be identified as Editor I and that of The Nation newspaper as 

Editor 2. The chapter unfolds by way of presenting data from the questionnaire, followed by 

the findings from in-depth and focus group interviews as well as document analysis. 

6.1 Age 

Age was the first basic demographic information the business reporters were asked to provide 

in the questionnaire. Findings revealed that business reporters at The Daily Times and The 

Nation were aged between 25 and 35 years. The researcher had expected the reporters to be 

of younger age considering that business reporting was a relatively new field of reporting. 

The Nation Reporter 3 put it that: 

"age goes with experience, it is unusual to have starters coming straight to business 
journalism hence business reporting is rarely undertaken by young and in-experienced 
reporters due to its complexity" ( The Nation reporter 3 interview, October, 2009) 
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6.2 Gender 

In terms of gender, it became apparent that business reporting at the two daily newspapers 

was dominated by men. All repol1ers interviewed were male except one. The Nation Reporter 

2 explained that men dominate business reporting because women considered it a tough beat 

as they were scared of the technical language, jargon, figures and numbers used. Perhaps this 

fits well into the assertion made by Johnstone et al (1976: 24) that: 

Men and women tend to have very different journalistic functions within the media. 
There are sharp differences in the types of work they perform and the types of subj ect 
with which they deal. Many females prefer dealing with news traditionally defined as 
of interest to women -the society page, fashion, home and family life topics. 

In view of these considerations, it would be essentially correct to label business reporting at 

the two newspapers as a "man's" field. As Reese (200 1: 179) explains when looking at the 

individual level of the hierarchy-of- influences model, the attitudes, training and background 

of the journalist is influential. In this respect it can be said that most female journalists are 

sociali sed in such a way that they view business reporting as very demanding and hence 

beyond their capability. 

6.3 Career profile and work experience 

The rep0l1ers indicated a journalism career experience of several years as general reporters, 

with four years for the least experienced and 15 years for the most experienced. On the other 

hand, their work experience as business reporters ranged from three years for the least 

experienced to 10 years for the most experienced. There was thus a direct correlation between 

one' s overall experience in journalism and tenure in business reporting, with those most 

experienced in news reporting having a longer stint on the business desk and those with few 

years experience also been in business reporting for a shorter period. The career profile and 

work experience tallied with the ages of business journalists. As The Daily Times Reporter 2 

explained: 

"In the absence of formal spec iali sed business journalism training, business reporting 
has become a beat for experienced journalists who have been in the profession for 
some time. It also requires seasoned hands since it is perceived tough and complicated 
requiring maturity to explain technical jargon and interpret figures and numbers" (The 
Daily Times Reporter 2 interview, October 2009). 
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This holds true to the observation by Reed and Lewin (2005) that the toughest part of 

editorial managers job is hiring the right people for the business desk arguing that hiring and 

deployment of an economics reporting team has become a tricky task repOlters such that 

those who have experience covering other types of stories were just thrown into the business 

beat. Since journalism education and training emphasises general reporting, the preference 

for specialised reporting like business has always been for general experience and 

competence rather than knowledge in speciali sed field (Turnstall 1970: 25). But as will be 

evident later in the chapter, considering journalistic experience alone as a pre-requisite for 

business reporting had its own problems since to cover the field effectively, reporters need 

speciali sed knowledge and training (Ludwig 2002) . On this Welles (2003) observes gradually 

fading is the old notion that any experienced general assignment reporter can turn out a quick 

authoritative story in a specialised subject. Table I below summarises age, gender, and work 

experience of the business reporters at Daily Times and The Nation. 

Table 1: Age, gender and work experience of business reporters 

Age 

Age Range Number of respondents 

20-24 \ 

25-29 4 

30+ 3 

Cruder 

Gender Number of respondents 

Women \ 

Men 7 

Elpericnf.:(, 

Number of Years Number of respondents 

\-4 2 

5-9 3 

10+ 3 

6.4 Motivation for becoming a business journalist 

The question of motivation was paused to the reporters to determine why and how they 

became specialised reporters. From the responses of the reporters, no clear pattern emerged 
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for choosing business journalism as a career option. As a result reasons for changing from 

general journalist to specialised business reporter were rather varied. It was clear that most 

had chanced upon business reporting as a career. Three patterns emerged; those who became 

business journalists out of passion for the beat, those who joined the business desk just for the 

sake of reporting something different, and those who were forced by circumstances. 

The Daily Times Reporter 3 belonged to the few that had the initial passion to report business 

as he put it: 

"The field was un-chattered and so wanted to do something unique in Malawi 
journalism, to take up the challenge to help bring awareness among people on various 
business policies being introduced and implemented and how they affected the 
country's development agenda. Also it was the idea to associate with the cream of the 
world. Economists, business and financial experts are regarded as the top ranks of decision 
making on issues of the economy. Issues of the economy are regarded as tough and difficult. 
For belonging to the business desk, one is seen as belonging to unique and special class of 
journalist. Many reporters would refuse to be on the business desk because they think it is 
difficult. To be a business reporter is special, one interacts and associates with top notch 
intelligentsia, people with big brains." (Daily Times Reporter 1 interview, October 2009) 

For The Nation Reporters 2 and 3, and 4 and The Daily Times Reporter 1 it was out of desire 

to report on something different to break away from the usual routine mainly the emphasis on 

political reporting. And for The Daily Times Reporter 2 and 4 it was not out of their choice 

but were forced by circumstances as were ordered to move to the beat due to shortage of staff 

on the business desk. These findings revealed various and divergent reasons why the 

reporters became business journalists. From this it can be said that for many reporters there 

was no initial motivation to venture into business reporting. Only a few had considered it in 

the first place. This showed that many journalists were to say the least dragged into the field 

for various reasons. 

This situation of few reporters having the motivation and passion could be explained from the 

perspective of the nature of business reporting. This genre of news reporting to a large extent 

depends on the ability of journalists to do it effectively as it was considered difficult. 

Business journalism needs specialised knowledge and reporting skills. AS Ludwig (2002) 

argues that the complexity of business, finance and economics requires sophistication not 

typically taught in journalism school s. Media scholars agree that most media houses were 

unprepared to tackle this journalistic genre. To many journalists, the lack of knowledge of 

business or economics renders them unfit and unprepared for business reporting (McNair 

2001:13, Lewin 2002:21). 
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The reasons cited by the reporters above for their choice and motivation for venturing into 

business reporting highlights the observation by Marchette (2005) that journalistic 

specia li sation was not compatible to academic disciplines, not least because there are no 

formal entry requirements. For the journalists at the two newspapers there was no specific 

academic qualification or any other conditions for them to become business reporters. 

6.5 Hiring business reporters 

The question of the process and procedure followed to put together a business desk was put 

to the newspaper editors. 

6.5.1 Recruitment for business reporting 

The basic question asked was "what was the pre-requisite education and training for business 

reporting? In other words, what criterion was used by the editors for recruiting and re

deploying staff on the business desk?" Their responses revealed that experience in journalism 

rather than background knowledge in business or economics was the most important factor 

considered when media institutions hire business reporters. The Editor I explained that: 

"Recruiting staff for the business desk is a challenge because most of the media 
training institutions do not offer specialised training for business reporting. So usually 
most of the people that we have hired are those that got basic training in journalism 
then probably had chances later on for further studies specifically in business and 
economics news coverage. Most of the time we target those who have had training 
outside their normal or basic journalism training, and also had opportunities to do 
short courses in business and economics reporting. In addition we usually also look 
for some work experience, those who have been on the business desk before."(Editor 
I interview, October, 2009) 

On the other hand the Editor 2 said for business reporting the paper usually targeted people 

with a relevant first degree and at least with some economics knowledge. Editor 1 said his 

organisation had tried the approach of recruiting economics or business studies graduates 

since it would have been the best option. But he pointed out that such graduates were usually 

not settled enough because they could get more competitive salaries elsewhere. He said 

economics and business studies graduates seemed to find lucrative jobs elsewhere rather than 

in the media arguing that when they came to the media, it was because they had nowhere to 

go at that particular time. The editor observed that unless remuneration and work conditions 

in the media improved to become competitive as those offered by the corporate and financial 
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sector, chances of maintaining economics and business studies graduates were minimal. 

Editor 2 observed that it was ideal to target those with an economics degree in economics 

because this knowledge was vital, citing an example of one of the paper's business reporters 

who was an economics graduate from Chancellor College, a constituent college of the 

University of Malawi. He agreed with hi s counterpart at The Daily Times that it was not 

achievable as many such graduates were unwilling to work in the newsroom but preferred the 

corporate world where salaries and conditions were higher than those of media institutions. 

He said it has to be understood that these people were not actual journalists but just happened 

to be suited to journalism, hence their primary target as a economists or business studies 

graduates was the financial, business and corporate sector. 

The position of the two editors advocating for economics or business graduates as the most 

ideal for business reporting was contradicted by a very experienced business Reporter 3 at 

The Daily Times who argued that he would give priority to an experienced reporter to learn 

on the job over a graduate economist turned business reporter. To him, the graduate 

economist would fail in his responsibilities to communicate business information to the 

masses. He added that the experienced journalist would look at issues with the eye of an 

ordinary individual in the street unlike an economist who coming straight the university with 

a lot of theories in the head would face problems to lower himself down to the level of an 

ordinary individual. The Nation Reporter I was also against the opinion that economists or 

business studies grad uates were best suited for business reporting noting: 

"It is true that some who are economists have ended up being good business 
journalists. But you also have got cases around where you find people who have never 
been trained as economists ending up being good business j ournalists. I think we 
shou ld first understand who a j ournalist is; a journalist is a communicator whether it 
be in science or politics. So in the case of business reporting, it is anybody else who is 
interested in reporting business news, what is important is to equip them to understand 
the issues. To me, it is better to have an experienced journalist rather than a graduate 
economist to report on business. I think what you find is that j ournalism is a calling, 
so even if you may not have a background in economics or business studies but if you 
have an interest in that particular sector then you can turn into a good communicator 
of those issues. And the big advantage j ournali sts have is that although they may not 
be experts in each and every field but what is important is to be good communicators 
and interpreters of the issues."(The Nation Reporter I interview, October, 2009) 

From the sentiments above, it can be argued that the position of the editor 2 on recruiting 

business and economics graduates for business reporting was more of an ideal situation. The 
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real situation on ground was totally different. What was more practical and manifested on the 

ground was that experience in journalism surpasses all other considerations. This seemed to 

fit in with the career profile and work experience of business journalists which showed that 

many had a stint in general news reporting before turning to business reporting. Out of the 

eight business reporters interviewed only one (with a degree in economics) began business 

reporting without any previous journalism working experience and another had been 

recruited after graduating with a diploma in journalism. This indicated that while economics 

qualification was the to be the preferred pre-requisite qualification and the ideal, it was not 

attainable and that journalism experience was the most used criterion for recruiting staff for 

business reporting. This situation at the two Malawian newspapers seem to chime well with 

Reed and Lewin (2005: 14) who note that it helps if the reporters have experience covering 

other types of stories before moving over to business, as experienced reporters need less 

direction while greener reporters require more mentoring. Turnstall (1970:24) also supports 

this stand observing that in specialist reporting preference had always been on general 

experience and competence rather than specialised knowledge. 

6.5.2 Rc-deployment to the business desk 

Re-deployment in this context refers to shifting of existing newsroom staff from beats like 

politics, health, sports to the business desk. Editors at the two newspapers said they 

considered the reporter's interest in business reporting for one to be redeployed to the 

business desk. Editor 1 gave an example of a Reporter 2 at his newspaper who was initially 

on the current or national news desk but moved to the business desk because she seemed to 

have the passion for business reporting. Reporter 3 of the same news paper concurred with 

this approach: 

" In order to become a good business journalist, one must have an interest in business 
and economic issues. You come to the newsroom as an ordinary journal ist, what 
people do in order to specialise in business is to be on the desk that is involved in 
business news, understudy those who are already on the desk, take up assignments 
from the business editor, and by and by they begin to like business news, and are able 
to understand more. First of all be on the desk, understand your colleagues, take 
assignments, have a look at your story after it has been edited." (The Daily Times 
Reporter 3 interview, October 2009) . 

But migration to the business desk out of interest could not be taken to be the norm. As 

observed earlier in this chapter, The Nation Reporter 2 explained that he moved to the 
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business desk not out of personal interest in the beat but was forced by circumstances as he 

was just asked to move due to shortage of staff on the business desk. 

6.6 Mentoring newly recruited business reporters 

The two editors at the newspapers under study explained that mentoring was required when 

new people had been recruited on the business or any other desk in order for them to be 

briefed on the expectations and the mode of operations on that particular desk. Editor I 

however observed that sometimes formal mentoring was not poss ible especially when the 

new person came to the desk when more experienced reporters were busy. In that situation 

de-briefing and mentoring was sometimes overlooked. He said in those cases, the person 

would be left to swim on his or her own. He said what was done instead was to constantly 

give feedback to the person, for example if he or she wrote something which could have been 

improved, they would be advised accordingly. The editor said the responsibility of mentoring 

was left to the business editor because he was one with specia lised knowledge in this 

particular field. Ed itor 2 said the process of mentoring on the business desk was the same for 

reporters on that desks, the only difference was that as part of the mentoring process they 

were encouraged to read widely literature on business, economics and finance to keep 

themselves abreast and up to date with latest developments in those fields . 

However, most reporters expressed concern over lack of mentoring and socialisation when 

they joined the business desk. The Nation Reporter 3 mentioned that he was not mentored or 

inducted in any way on the operations of the business desk as the experienced reporters were 

then not available to do so. The Daily Times Reporter 4 said in the absence of formal 

mentoring, in the early days he familiarised himself with business reporting through reading 

books and other literature on business and economics as well as business articles in 

international newspapers and magazines. For a few like The Daily Times Reporters 1 and 3 

who had the privilege of being inducted and mentored by experienced business reporters, 

they admitted it was a useful process as it helped them develop a basic understanding of 

business and economics, determine newsworthy stories and nurtured and sharpened in their 

ski lls in the new area of reporting. The editors admitted that induction and mentoring of new 

recruits was compromised because there were not governed by any written rules and that they 

were just carried out as routine practices when it was felt necessary. 
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The findings above reveal that while mentoring was an important process in the professional 

socialisation of business reporters, it had not been carried out to the expected levels or in 

some cases not at all at the two newspapers . Most reporters interviewed lamented how they 

struggled to cope with demands of the business desk and ended up making mistakes in their 

writing which could have been avoided if they were formally and properly inducted and 

mentored. Newly recruited reporters on the business desk had been left on their own to find a 

way of knowing how to do things. This contradicts Turnstall (1970:35) observation that the 

process of occupational socialisation is supposed to be intense for journalism recruits in a 

specialised field, they are supposed to learn the house style to internalise news values and 

become themselves news oriented. 

6.7 Educatiou and professional training of business reporters 

In thi s study, formal education refers to academic qualification that emphasise theoretical 

aspects while tra ining denotes professional qualification that focus on the practical side. 

Within professional training, a distinction was also made between short term courses pursued 

at training workshops, conferences and seminars, and long-term courses leading to award of 

certificate, diploma or degree. In terms of their formal education, findings revealed that the 

highest academic qualification for The Nation Reporters I and 3, and The Daily Times 

Reporters 2 and 3 was The Malawi School Certificate of Education (an equivalent of British 

GSCE O-Ievel certificate). The Daily Times Reporter I had a diploma in communication and 

journalism, The Nation Reporter 4 possessed a bachelors degree in economics while The 

Daily Times Reporter 4 and The Nation Reporter 2 had a bachelors degree in journalism. 

Refer to Table 2 for distribution of academic qualifications among the reporters . 

Table 2: Academic Qualifications 

-- ------"""1. 
Qualificlltion , Number of people 

! 
(a)M.S.C.E. (British GSCE 0 - level equivalent) 4 

(b) Diploma I 

(c) Bachelors degree in journalism 2 

(d) Bachelors degree in economics I 

(e) Masters degree 0 
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The table above shows that none of the reporters except one with a bachelors degree In 

economics had attended a business reporting course or having any prior knowledge In 

business, finance or economics. The state of affairs alludes to the assertion that most business 

editors find business reporters unprepared (Pardue 2004). In a US survey of more than 800 

journalists and 80 journalism schools whose goal was to illustrate the need for improved 

journalism education, especially in the area of business reporting, it was found that most staff 

lacked necessary skills to cover complex corporate financial skills and that the public's need 

for informed coverage of economic and business matters that dominated civic and political 

affairs remained measurably and markedly unfilled (Pardue 2004: 57). 

6.8 Professional Qualifications in economics and business 

Only one journalist indicated having attended long term professional courses in economics, 

the rest had general journalism professional qualifications ranging from certificate, diploma 

and bachelors degree in journalism (Refer to Table 3). 

Table 3: Professional Qualifications 

Qualificatiou Number of people 

Certificate in business/economics 0 

Diploma in business/economics 0 

Bachelors degree in busi ness/economics I 

Masters degree in business/economics 0 

The table above shows that only one was initially exposed to business, economics and 

finance. It was because of skills and knowledge gap in business, economics and finance that 

the reporters mentioned that professional business reporting courses were essential for them 

to meet the demands of the beat. 

All reporters interv iewed indicated that they had attended short-term professional training at 

either a conference, workshop, or seminar. Topics covered during such training included the 

following: reporting corruption, corporate governance, budget reporting, reporting business 

news, globalisation, understanding the globa l financial crisis, reporting the national economy, 
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and reporting consumer issues. Most of these conferences, workshops and seminars either 

took place locally and organ ised by institutions such as the University of Malawi, the Reserve 

Bank of Malawi, National Bank of Malawi, Malawi Revenue Authority, Office of the 

Director of Public Procurement, Economics Association of Malawi, Malawi Confederation of 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Malawi Economic Justice Network and Institute of 

Internal auditors, and the local offices of international institutions such as the World Bank, 

Canadian International Development Agency and the United States Agency for International 

Development ( USAlD). Some reporters indicated to have attended such short term courses 

outside the country organised by international institutions like as the Reuters Foundation, the 

Nordic SADC Journalism Centre, Reserve Bank of South Africa, Johannesburg Stock 

Exchange and the African Economic Editors Network, among others. 

The two editors admitted that due to cash flow problems in most cases it became difficult for 

their media institutions to fund or sponsor business reporters or any other repOlter for 

professional training in Malawi or outside the country. Instead they encouraged reporters to 

seize opportunities of institutions that offer fully-funded training. They said in some rare 

cases their companies would meet part of the costs in form of providing means of transport 

when the tuition and other costs were paid for. But they emphasized that the initiative had to 

be with the reporter to identify and apply for a course of his or her interest and where 

necessary inform newsroom management should there be need for support from the 

institution. Editor I added that apart from training (internal and external) organi sed by other 

institutions, in-house training was organised and usually involved inviting officials of 

business, economics and financial and institutions who would make presentations to the 

business reporters. He said such presentations supplemented the mentoring and socialisation 

that took place on the desk and had proved very useful. He explained how it was organised in 

this way: 

"We have in the past tried to call people and organisations to come and make 
presentations on particular areas of business and economics as one way of improving 
the performance of our business reporters. For example the economics association of 
Malawi would do some training for journalists on specifically how they want people 
to cover economics issues, the Bankers Association of Malawi would give a briefing 
on how to handle issues concerning banks, the Malawi Stock Exchange would also 
hold a training session specifically on how best they could be covered. So business 
reporters benefit from such presentations" (Editor I interview, October 2009) 
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The above explanation showed that the media organisations also made effort to get involved 

in the profess ional training of business reporters rather than leaving everything to other 

external institutions. 

6.8 Importance of professional training 

All the reporters were unanimous in acknowledging the importance of long and short term 

professional courses to their business reporting career. The Nation Reporter 3 put it that: 

"When J was going into business reporting I did not have the much needed knowledge 
and experience, therefore these trainings have been like eye openers because they 
helped me understand issues in business and I think they have helped to shape me to 
where I am now" ( The Nation Reporter 3 interview, October 2009) 

Most said the courses exposed them to new business knowledge, and gave them new insight 

and helped gain confidence in business reporting. They also said the training assisted in 

understanding difficult jargon and technical busi ness and economics terms. In one unique 

case, as part of professional training The Daily Times Reporter 3 said he had benefited from a 

six month internship at the business desk of The Chicago Tribune in the United States of 

America. 

6.9 Education and training needed 

Despite having benefited from several short and long term professional courses, the reporters 

indicated wished they could undergo more training in order to enhance consolidate their 

business reporting ski lls. It was noted during the interviews that choice of further training 

depended on one ' s current academic and professional qualifi cations. For those with lower 

qualifications such as certificate and diploma, a degree in economics or busi ness studies or 

business journalism was the desired and preferred program. Those with higher qualifications 

like a bachelors degree aspired for courses like a masters degree in economics, business 

journalism or business administration. In addition, the reporters also indicated that they faced 

problems understanding and covering some topics and wished they could undergo some short 

term professional training to consol idate their knowledge in those particular topics. The 

topics mentioned among others included: monetary policy, international financial market 

systems, economics of oil, globalisation, interpreting national budget, bond and commodity 

market, derivatives, interpreting statistics, analysing company financial statements, fi scal 

policy and budget monitoring, and development economics. Th is showed that while the 
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business reporters had undergone some professional training, there was still in gap in their 

knowledge and skills base in as far as topics in business journalism were concerned and they 

needed more exposure and training. The need for more specialised business, finance and 

economics training among business reporters cannot be over emphasized. 

In a study of 18 West Coast Newspaper editors and reporters in the US, nearly all agreed that 

business journalists need classes or training in business and economics to do their jobs well 

(Ludwig 2002: 129). This also holds true to the Malawi business reporting scenario as 

articulated by the reporters that their exposure to different forms of professional training had 

significantly helped to improve their capacity to cover business. Their responses were 

unanimous that they needed to take classes in business and economics to provide them with 

tools necessary to do their work properly although they were mixed on what form the courses 

should take and the specific areas or topics. Editor 1 was emphatic on the need for business 

reporters to acquire specialised knowledge in the field noting: 

"Business and economics news is a specialised area; the journalists are not economists 
or business experts to cover those issues. Most of their sources are somewhat 
specialised in terms oftheir language and presentation. So it needs someone to have a 
deeper understanding of those issues." (Editor 1 interview, October 2009) 

6.10 Membership to professional organisations 

The reporters mentioned that another intervention for their socialisation and training had been 

the formation of a professional body called the Association of business journalists in Malawi. 

In the words of The Nation Reporter 2 who claimed was a founding member of the grouping, 

it had contributed tremendously to the improvement of business reporting: 

"The association had done an incredible job to enhance the professionalization of 
business journalists through exchange of ideas and public talks where professionals in 
economics, business and financial sectors present working papers and discuss issues. 
In addition members have benefited from the association was a forum for networking, 
interaction, knowledge sharing and discussion of issues to develop business 
journalism profession, lobbying and negotiating with organisations for training." (The 
Nation Reporter 2 interview, October 2009) 

In addition to the local organisation, other reporters said they were also members of 

international professional bodies such as the African Economics Editors Network through 

which they had benefited in form of training, networking and sharing knowledge and skills 

with other reporters across the African continent. 
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6.11 Role perceptions 

The most extensive research on journalists perceptions of their roles has been by first Weaver 

who surveyed professionals from 21 countries and territories (Weaver 1998). The most 

conclusive result from the study was that there was no consensus with regard to roles. 

However surveys modelled and similar to that of Weaver and conducted in Africa by 

Mwesige (2004) in Uganda, Ramaprasad (2001) in Tanzania, Kirat (1998) in Algeria and 

Ramaprasad and Hamdy (2006) in Egypt showed that providing timely information was the 

most important role by the journalists. Others roles that journalists strongly identified with 

were investigating government claims, analysis and interpretation of information. Beyond 

this agreement, the studies showed that the journalists perception of their role was shaped by 

their countries' development imperatives of educating citizens (Josephi 2009: 149). 

The question of the role of business journalists in the Malawian society overlapped with the 

one on what they thought was the main purpose of business journalism compared to other 

forms of news reporting at the newspaper they worked for. On the purpose of business 

journalism, some reporters explained that business journalism was aimed at explaining and 

interpreting economics and business issues in relation to people 's daily life so that the public 

make right economic decisions. This was very close to what Rumney (2008: 16) calls the 

"util ity" theory of economics journalism, i.e. a tool for readers to make money. Other 

reporters mentioned of the watch dog role of business journalism; communicating economic 

policies of government and companies and scrutinizing them for positives and negatives. For 

others the role was to report business stories and how they impacted on the lives of local 

people, and yet others said the main role was to promote economic literacy among the 

masses. It can be said that the dominance of the idea of informing the public of government 

economic policies and of activities and operations of corporate and financial institutions 

could be explained by the nature and structure of the Malawi economy. As explained earlier 

government activity dominated economic and business activity followed by corporate and 

financial sector. It was no wonder that business reporting by and large captured these two 

spheres. This was confirmed by a qualitative content analysis of theme-based data from 

previous 100 business news reported in the two newspapers the researcher collected over a 

two-week period to determine the scope and nature of stories reported (Refer to Appendix 4A 

and 4B). This fitted well with the political economy framework that informed this study 
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which relates the outcome of news process to the structure of the state and economy (McNair, 

2001, Mcquail, 1994) 

6.12 News values 

Closely related to the concept of role perception 10 business reporting were news values. 

Weaver and Wilhoit (1986:124) note that the basic commodity of journalistic professionalism 

is the determination of newsworthiness and nothing was more controversial and sensitive in 

the field as the decisions about what is and what is not worthy publication. Notions about 

what makes news are many but a celtain element of newsworthiness however rests with 

journalists themselves and the news gathering context (McNair 200 I :79). To get an idea 

about their news values, business journalists were asked what criteria they considered when 

determining what was worth coverage. Although some responses that came up pointed to the 

general elements of news such as relevance, timeliness and proximity, most observed that 

business stories were selected based on the economic impact they had on the life of a 

common man, society and country as a whole . It could equally be said that because in the 

local Malawi context people ' s well being was dominated by government activity and that of 

corporate and financial sector, hence these two sectors were perceived newsworthy for 

coverage. However, the obsession of these two sectors left business reporting losing sight of 

other equally important news taking place in other sectors. The impact of business journalism 

would be severely limited if restricted to largely functions of the state bureaucracy (Kareithi, 

2005:99). Kareithi further argues that by expanding the range of coverage to the multiplicity 

of non state actors in society, we cannot only provide the state with a better understanding of 

the range of interests and needs it is expected to represent and respond to, we can also draw 

many of those non-state actors into the policy making process. 

6.13 Professional values and beliefs 

According to Corner (cited in Pasti 2005: 92) professionalism of journalists lies in the 

impartial, fair and accurate reporting. The international principles of journalists' 

organisations defines professional journalism as ' supported by the idea of a free and 

responsible press and call 'for professional autonomy of journalists as well as measure of 

accountability (Nordenstreng 1998 cited in Pasti 2005: 92). Western discourse on 

professional journalism focuses on the demands of certain occupational standards and 

conduct with the idea of establishing independent informational expertise. The professional is 
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supposed to have a sense of responsibility towards the public and at the same time to be an 

opponent of those in power (Pasti 2005: 92). Josephi (2009) observes that there is an 

assumption that journalists' professional values are an indication of the quality of the 

journalism they produce but such a reductive equation cannot be made. While journalists are 

the primary producers, their autonomy is limited by the larger structure within which they 

work and operate (Reese 2001, see also McNair 2001 and Schudson 2000). Situated practice 

is strongly influenced by political, economic and cu ltu ral setting which in turn influences the 

norms held high in journalism be it a vision of journalists as the fourth estate or as essential 

elements nationa l development (Josephi 2009: 148) This makes it impossible to ascertain any 

meaningful statement on professional values worldwide (Josephi, 2005 : 584). Curran (2005) 

attributes it to the dominance in journalism scholarship that the "American model of fact 

based, neutral professionalism and the libertarian, market based model of organising 

journalism" has been widely regarded as the norm. Although no studies have exp lored the 

depth in variation between profess ional values held while at journali sm school and those 

applied whi le working in the newsroom, Splichal and Sparks (1994) examined motivations, 

expectations, and professional tendencies among first year students of journalism whose 

norms and values had not been tested by day-to-day reporting. The most striking sim ilarity 

that emerged was for the young people to "stress a desire for independence and autonomy of 

journalism" (Splichal and Sparks 1994: 179). These findings showed that the first year 

students were at the precise point in their development when one would expect to find the 

"idealistic" conception of j ournal ism and concede that exposure to more realities of the 

occupational situation would lead to a moderation of these idealistic views. These findings 

were encouraging with regard to professional values taught in journalism schools but also 

highlight that organisational, political, and cul tural settings have considerable influence on 

the professional values as practiced. 

For most business journalists professionali sm meant writing and reporting business news in 

an accurate, fair, objective and balanced manner. However, they explained that they were 

unable to attain thi s ideal because of forces internal and external to their media institutions to 

which they had li ttle or no control. The general consensus among the reporters was that that it 

was difficult if not impossible to uphold professional values in business reporting. As will be 

explained in a later section in th is chapter most of this was due to influence and pressure of 

advertisers. 
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6.14 Job perceptions 

Most business journalists appeared satisfied with their jobs even though not happy with some 

aspects among them lack of professional autonomy as alluded to under the section dealing 

with professional values and beliefs. Many stated that there was no specific monetary reward 

for being a business journalist since most media organisations pay people according to 

qualification and experience regardless of the beat. However older journalists but with lower 

academic and professional qualifications were more satisfied with the job than younger 

reporters with higher educational and professional qualifications. Also older journalists 

tended to focus more on economic factors such as pay and fringe benefits while younger 

reporters emphasized on personal professional development. Despite this, most expressed 

satisfaction to be playing a crucial role of interpreting business and economic dynamics for 

the ordinary people to understand. They said that being a business reporter gave prestige as 

they interacted with economic policy makers and captains of industry and were able to report 

on the local and world economy. Job satisfaction was the key predictor of the reporters' 

intention to remain in the career. Those repOlters satisfied with the job especially older ones 

(with lower academic and professional qualifications) were more likely to stay in the field. 

Those who said were not satisfied (younger reporters and possessing higher academic and 

professional qualifications) wanted to change careers as they commanded a more favourable 

position on the media job market. The migratory job mobility route the better qualified 

business newsmen would take was inter rather than intra organisational. Those reporters not 

satisfied with their job said they were using business reporting as a stepping stone for careers 

in public relations, marketing or communication in the corporate and financial sectors. An 

example was given of two seasoned reporters, who because of their experience in business 

reporting secured lucrative jobs, one as public relations officer for the ministry of finance and 

the other as communications consultant for an international mobile phone company, Zaino 

6.15 Ethics of professional practice 

According to Henningham (1998) adoption of ethical codes is generally seen as basic to the 

development of an occupation as a profession. Kasoma (1996) observes that two assumptions 

can be made about the need for journalism ethics in Africa. First, ethics are necessary for the 

media to retain respectability and credibility and for journalists to perform objectively in their 

roles in soc iety. Second, that journalism ethics are not enforceable by law or codes but was an 
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attitude of mind, a conviction that man ifests itself in behaviour-thus an ability to make moral 

decisions on j ournalism performance. 

The most contentious ethical issue that emerged during interviews with reporters and editors 

was the practice of receiving bribes and gifts from news sources. The phenomenon, it was 

observed, had made people perceive business reporting as "gift journalism" and susceptible 

to corrupt practices which in the process influenced news output. The practice was said to be 

unavoidable because most media houses in Africa had limited resources and that news 

sources be it government, financial or corporate organisations provided transport and 

allowances to reporters for news coverage. 

Many reporters interviewed conceded that the practice of receiving gifts from sources was 

unavoidable because their media organisations did not have enough resources such as 

vehicles to deploy reporters for news coverage. They said the all owance they received was a 

mere incentive for their subsistence while on the reporting duty. Although no reporter 

specifically accepted having received money or any gift from sources either to positively 

publish or kill a story, The Nation Reporter 2 hinted to the vulnerability of business reporters, 

thus: 

"Chances of corruption are particularly high because many players in the business, 
finance and economic sectors have deep pockets. As such they can afford to bribe 
reporters to write positive stories only or avo id negative stori es appearing in the 
newspaper. (The Nation Reporter 2 interview, October, 2009) 

The Daily Times Reporter 3 concurred with the observation by The Nation reporter on bribes 

and corruption saying: 

"The problem of taking bribes is quite wide-spread, almost every reporter does it. We 
are living in days when business competition is very stiff. Everyone who is in 
bus iness wants to have coverage and as a result even when they don't have a story at 
all they ask reporters to go and write whatever small story just to make sure they 
make noise and are seen to be in the public domain. Because even the sources of the 
story or the players in the industry know that some events are not newsworthy but end 
up giving reporters money just to ensure they had coverage. This is very common. So 
the issue of reporters taking bribes is quite rampant. Although the issue of desisting 
corruption is very much stressed in the code of conduct the reporters are human 
beings, the cost of living was high and they too need to survive" (The Daily Times 
reporter 3 interview, October 2009) 
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The Daily Times Reporter 2 was concerned with the code of ethics and professional conduct 

being used in African newsrooms which he said were just cop ied from the contexts of 

Western Europe and N0I1h America. He argued that the prevailing conditions faced by 

African journalists in general and those in Malawi in particular had to be put into 

consideration: 

"If it were in USA, Britain or elsewhere in Europe, one can understand that it was 
unacceptable to take bribes because in those environments reporters are well paid and 
have good work conditions. But look at the desperate situation many African reporters 
live in. The monetary incentive from news sources is for survival and not out of 
choice or lacking ethics. So it becomes a problem when we copy the ethical codes 
without considering the local context and underlying problems." (The Daily Times 
Reporter 2 interview, October, 2009) 

While admitting cases of journalists soliciting bribes from sources, editor 2 said the practice 

was against the Code of Ethics which the reporters were expected to adhere to. He alluded to 

the fact that there had been rumours of reporters taking bribes from the corporate sector and 

where there was ample evidence disciplinary measures had been taken leading in some cases 

to dismissal because that practice was against the operational rules of the newspaper. 

An analysis of Code of Conduct and professional Ethics of the two newspapers revealed they 

spelt out the need for reporters to desist from such a malpractice. For example Section 14 of 

the Code of Practice of The Nation stipulates that 'Journalists shall not accept bribes from 

sources or news makers or individuals or organisations, any gift received in the course of duty 

must be declared to the editor and other editorial staff and journalists shall not demand or 

receive any payment for news coverage from news sources." Similarly, Section 5.18 of 

Journalists' Code of Ethics of The Daily Times states that "journalists were not supposed to 

receive gifts, favours , privileges or anything of value that could compromise their integrity. It 

further points out that journalists were supposed to abide by it and that any breach of the 

code warranted a disciplinary action in accordance with the code." (Refer to Appendix 5A 

and 5B for Ed itorial Poli cy and Code of Professional Conduct for the two newspapers) 

Editor I disputed claims by some reporters to the effect that the practice was a result of the 

media institutions not providing enough subsistence to reporters for news coverage. He said if 

management felt the event to be covered would add value to the newspaper, then a vehicle 

would be made available and that it was not necessarily a question of resources but lack of 

morals among the reporters concerned. 
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The above shows that while not sanctioned by the media institutions, the issue of taking 

bribes ITom sources was common among business reporters. In addition, the reporters 

although aware of the code of ethics that prohibits such practice but justified it by blaming 

minimal pay and bad working conditions. This echoes the findings of a study on the practice 

of bribery and corruption among journalists in Cameroon. Writing about Gamba, a metaphor 

for various forms of kickbacks, tips, freebies and reward solicited by journalism practitioners 

in Cameroon and provided by various news actors to sources before, during and after events 

covered by them, Ndangam (2006: 180) observes that the phenomenon had evolved into a 

common way of practicing journalism in that country. Ndangam argues that the nature and 

development of Gamba demonstrates the extent to wh ich universal ethical standards which 

the journalism profession demands and to which repOlters are expected to aspire and 

subscribe to, are being subverted by unprofessional and unethical practices in an environment 

of economic hardship and rampant corruption. She adds that many journalists in Cameroon 

pay lip service to codes of ethics crafted by professional associations or internal rules 

designed by individual media houses, regard less of their awareness of such codes. Besides, 

the ineffectiveness of the codes was compounded by the absence of appropriate mechanism 

for their enforcement (Ndangam 2006: 182). The situation in Cameroon was similar to one 

prevailing among business journalists in Malawi who despite knowledge of code of ethics 

solicit bribes from news sources citing low pay and poor working conditions as the major 

reasons. 

6.16 Institutional factors enabling or constraining business reporting 

Institutional factors were worth exploring in this study because the power and role of 

mediated business news discourse can hardly be determined separately from the institutional 

context in which it appears (Parsons 1997, Slaata 2007). From the interviews with the 

reporters, four major the factors emerged; pressure of advertisers, limited operational 

resources, inadequate ICT inITastructure and lack of access to information. 

6.16.1 Pressure from advertisers 

Roush (2006) observes that advertising and public relations probably had the biggest impact 

among the outside forces acting on the development of business journalism. For most media 

organisations (particularly in Africa) advertising generate the major palt of their revenue and 

without it such institutions would struggle to survive and in some cases lack of advertising 
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from business had forced some media outlets to go out of business. As a result there had been 

an increase in advertising effect on news content palticularly that adverti sers demanded that 

their ads be placed in newspapers and look as if they were news stories, some expected free 

publicity in form of positive stories, still others wanted to influence and determine what 

stories newspapers would run and how certain stories would be portrayed (Roush 2006: 36). 

Business establishments like to see stories in the media about themselves, particularly 

positive stories about their new products and new initiatives because they created a positive 

image about the company (Roush 2006: 71). It is for this reason that the business pages of 

many newspapers were often little more than extensions of corporate public relations 

departments and this constituted nothing less than an abrogation of editorial responsibility 

(Lewin 2002: 19). Advertisement-pulling by business firms was a common practice and 

certain industries seem particularly sensi tive to negative coverage. Therefore friction ari ses 

between the media and business when business organisations use advertising as pressure to 

receive favours or positive stories from the media outlets. 

Most business journalists said the major determinant for lack of autonomy and freedom to 

their reporting were not official laws, political interference or institutional laws but influence 

from adverti sers. In the case of Malawi, the main advertiser was not the private sector but 

government since was the major player in the economy. The reporters said it was extremely 

difficult to balance demands of professional news reporting and those of advertisers. The 

Daily Times Reporter 3 put it that: 

" It is a major challenge because there is a saying that you don ' t bite a finger that feeds 
you. It is tragic that traditionally newspapers survive from advertising and we cannot 
run away from that. Newspapers make money through advertising; there are times 
when you are told that for you to receive a salary it is because of revenue from 
companies that advertise. So if those companies and institutions have done something 
wrong, it becomes difficult to write about them. If you are critical of a particular 
company which is a big advertiser, and if they withdraw their advertising, you lose 
your job, they can fire you, how can they keep you when they can ' t pay because you 
have made a company withdraw its adverts." (The Daily Times Reporter 3 interview, 
October, 2009) 

Editors I corroborated with the sentiments of his reporter on the influence of advertisers on 

business reporting: 

" It is very tricky when it comes to dealing with advertisers; usually we just offer them 
coverage even when there is nothing newsworthy. Because they are advertisers, they 
seem to have some kind of power and edge. So we are somehow obliged to cover 
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them whether it is newsworthy or not just to show some gratitude that these are our 
advertisers lets cover them whatever they are doing, kind of offering them support." 
(Editor I interview, October, 2009) 

However, the editor said the advertisers did not dictate the approach and angle of business 

stories. He, nonetheless, admitted that some companies would complain to say what they 

were doing was not what was focussed but this was usually after the story had already been 

published. He said companies and corporations had not dictated how they want their stories 

to come out because they were told to go through a paid advert for it to come out perfectly. 

He said there had been disagreements with advertisers, but they needed to be firm otherwise 

they would be carrying advertorials and not news. He added it was possible to convince an 

advertiser on a story but the paper's advertising executive would promise something different 

because they did not have a good understanding of what constitutes news . He said there were 

differences in terms of how the newsroom and advertising department appreciated the role of 

advertisers. The editor said to the advertising personnel, everything coming from advertisers 

was news and had to be taken yet for the newsroom was interested in newsworthy issues. In 

addition, as observed by The Daily Times Reporter 2, orders to kill or soften the tone of 

stories might not come from the advertiser or advertising executives but even from the 

owners of the media houses for fear ofiosing advertising contracts worth lots of money. 

Editor I said the other way of separating hard business news from advertising was through a 

business supplement. Be said this was where the newspaper calls on the corporate world in a 

specific sector to pay for adverts in form of stories that promoted their companies. Editor 2 

admitted that advertisers pulled strings and there was conflict between the advertising 

department and editorial on how to handle stories dealing with advertisers. Be said this was 

as a result of heavy dependence of the newspaper on advertising revenue rather than on sale 

of copy. On the supplement arrangement, the editor explained his paper had set aside some 

space twice a week for paid up business and corporate news and that the idea was to take 

advertising and business public relations stories out of mainstream news. 

Research showed that pressure from advertisers had led to the creation of new structures 

within media organisations which planned thematically driven surveys and supplements paid 

for by advertisers but which looked like normal editorial content. These developments which 

reflect a global trend have tended to blur the line between editorial content that was 

independently generated in traditional fashion and content that is paid for (Cowling and 

Badland 2008: 124). The observations above show that business reporters tread carefully in 
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as far as reporting of issues concerning advertisers were concerned. Therefore advertisers 

tended to be a powerful influence on editorial decisions; they were the so called life blood of 

the media and the media have to pander to their every whim (MISA 2007: 48). This has 

implications for the credibility and quality of news output and for the journalistic professional 

and ethical practice (Cowling and Hadland 2008: 124). Most business journalists therefore 

had to exercise caution when writing stories concerning corporations which are major 

advertisers for fear of withdrawal of advertising revenue and this was major source of 

concern for the reporters. 

The observation above is In line with the sociology of journalism theoretical framework 

which examines the social determinants of journalistic output; the features of social life and 

organisation which shape, influence and constrain its form and content (McNair 200 I :3). The 

pressure and influence of advertisers on the business reporters define the journalists' 

parameters of vision, constrain their autonomy and shape, and dictate the form and content of 

what they write and speak (McQuail 1994: 210). The influence of advertisers could also be 

looked at from the perspective of what Reese (200 I) calls extra-media level of the hierarchy

of-influences approach. According to the extra media level, power to shape content is not in 

the media alone, but is shared with a variety of institutions in society including the 

government, advertisers, public relations, influential news sources, and other interest groups 

(Reese 2001: 182). The influence of advertisers draws attention to the way media are 

subordinated to such interests in the larger system. 

6.16.2 Limited operational resources 

Most reporters lamented lack of adequate resources they needed for professional and 

objective reporting. As explained earlier, most media institutions rely on news sources to 

among other things ferry reporters to functions. This could be attributed to the perception of 

business reporting by news organ isations. Many media organisations tend to treat some 

specialty areas as "adjuncts" of routine every day journalism, and as such news from such 

areas are always be sacrificed for the 'more important" news of politics, scandals, scoops and 

human interest stories that are perceived to sell newspapers (Mogekwu 2005: 72). The Nation 

Reporter 3 explained that: 

"Business reporting was not seen as important since politics took centre stage, media 
houses do not place emphasis on the beat leading to editors not allocating sufficient 
resources to it. (The Nation Reporter 3 interview, October, 2009) 
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Most reporters said it would have been better if the news organisation made provisions to 

ensure total independence in the reporting. The dependence on resources from news sources 

lead to the news actors seeking to have their views journalistically represented in the most 

positive manner possible from their self-interested perspectives (McQuaiI2001: 16) 

6. 16.3 Inadequate leT infrastructure 

Limited Information Communication Technology (lCT) infrastructure was highlighted as one 

major setback to reporters for business news collection and dissemination. According to 

Kjaer and Slaata (2007), the new information technology has transformed the routines of 

business news production creating a more or less open and non-hierarchical space for 

accurate and immediate communication across distance, borders, cultures, countries and 

economies. Many reporters considered new media technologies such as the internet as useful 

for their job since it had become an increasingly important research tool for news and 

infonnation that could be accessed on web sites and using search engines. But just as is the 

case with other African journalists, the use of the internet as a reporting tool may be 

problematic because of lack of reliable service providers and the prohibitive cost of 

telephones. For the reporters at the two newspapers accessibility to the internet was a major 

as there were few connected computer terminals. In a study on the use of ICTs at The Daily 

Times and The Nation, Jongbloed (2005) found that journalists at these media organisations 

made limited and basic use of new media technology. The study also revealed lack of 

commitment by the newspaper owners with regard to better resources and the lack of money 

for the development of proper infrastructure were the major problems facing the journalists in 

the technological age. Kareithi (2005:99) posits that Africa trails other regions in the world in 

the development and use of new technologies which are crucial to the development of viable 

modern media. The reporters at the two newspapers said that the inadequate access to ICT 

has implications for their efficaciousness since they were missing out on an ever growing 

multitude of information that is part of the public realm for their colleagues in other parts of 

Africa and in other regions of the world. 

6.16.4 Problem of access to information 

The problem of access to information was linked to the undemocratic culture fostered by 

independent African governments in the last forty years and nurtured by repressive colonial 

administration for almost a century before that, and Kareithi (2005) posits that the culture 
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permeates 111 most, if not all, public institutions. Most damaging is the withholding of 

information, the "confidentiality syndrome" experienced in nearly all African countries, with 

journalists being told that some basic (economic) data and figures of interest to the public 

could not be released to the media because doing so would not be "in the national interest", 

and in most instances the ridiculous excuse of "national security" was proffered (Mogekwu 

2005: 69). The dearth of vital economic information had its roots in the poor information 

procession culture prevalent within many African governments where data collection and 

dissemination processes were often underdeveloped, and where economic data was collected, 

authoritarian governments, paranoid about their existence clamped down on information 

dissemination through state/official secrets, legislation or through direct censorship (Kariithi 

1995: 380). According to Nyamnjoh (2005:37), administrators and bureaucrats had taken 

upon themselves the role of censors replacing editors of newspapers as final arbiters of what 

should or should not be published. On the other hand editors had been expected to play the 

role of administrators and bureaucrats deciding in favour of what would be palatable to the 

powers that be and against what could displease the authorities. For business reporters apart 

from state authorities there was the additional complication of the distrust that existed 

between the reporters and those that run commercial and industrial operations. (For details on 

how corporations prevent reporting see McNair 200 1). This problem of access complicates 

the work of business reporters in as far as getting information from sources is concerned. The 

Nation Reporter 4 expressed how frustrating it had been to get vital information for stories: 

"Public and private officers are skeptical to the media. Most do not know that they are 
just custodians of information on behalf of the people. It is unfortunate that till the 
Access to Information Bill is yet to be tabled and passed in Parliament." (The Nation 
Reporter 4 interview, October, 2009) 

The Access to Information Bill being referred to above is a piece of legislation in Malawi 

aimed at promoting access to information held by public officials in order to promote 

openness and accountability. This law would also be a tool in the fight against corruption and 

malpractices in public institutions because officials would be compelled to give out 

information. The Access to information bill formulated more than three years ago, was yet to 

be tabled in Parliament. Unless such a bill is passed into law, business journalists just like 

other reporters would continue to face obstacles soliciting information from sources both in 

the public and private sectors. The right of access to information for journalists was 

highlighted in the 2009 Media Sustainability Index Report for Malawi. The report observed 

that: 
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"Access to Information Bill still remained a concern to the media as the country 
lacked a lega l provision and journalists faced challenges when searching for 
information . The media and other stake holders have been lobbying Parliament to 
enact the Access to Information Bill but nothing was done. Publ ic offic ial s, from time 
to time, denied the media access to information saying it was not meant for public 
consumption. The report says lack of access to information minimized media 's 
chances of holding public official s accountable (2009 Malawi MSI Report: 6) 

The prob lem of access to information faced by business reporters in Malawi also highlights 

how the media operated in a structured relationship with other institutions such as 

government and how this relationship affected news collection. 

6.17 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the main findings of the field work conducted with business 

reporters and editors at two leading newspapers in Malawi. It looked at what motivated 

j ournalists to venture into business reporting, the process that was followed, the values, roles 

perceptions, professional attitudes and beliefs of business reporters as well as the factors that 

constrained their work. The chapter has unveiled several key issues that emerged from the 

study findings. Firstly, business reporters were from different educational and professional 

backgrounds and j oined business reporting for various reasons and motivations. Secondly, 

most of the journalists ventured into this specialised field without the requi site formal 

academic qualification and profess ional training. Thirdly, profess ional reporting in the sub

field was constrained by a host of factors with influence of advertisers being the most critica l. 

In general the results of the study have shown that business reporters in Malawi face 

challenges both in terms of skills and knowledge about good business journalism, and in 

reporting in the local economic context. The next chapter which is the final one is the 

conclusion of the thesis. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

7.0 Introduction 

This is the final and concluding chapter and sums up the key issues that arose out of the study 

that sought to examine the process of becoming a business journalist in a local context. It 

begins by presenting the main arguments of various chapters in the study. It also provides a 

re-cap of the main findings, implications of the findings and recommendations. Finally the 

chapter suggests of areas of future possible research in the field of business j ournalism in 

Malawi. 

The purpose of the research was to deepen the understanding of how reporters venture into 

business reporting and thereby contributing to debates about thi s form of specialised 

journalism in Malawi. In order to explore this issue, the study drew primarily from qualitative 

research methodology with in-depth interviews constituting the main research tool. The 

interviews with the reporters and ed itors led to the appreciation of the way general j ournalists 

mutate to become business reporters. It is important to point out that the researcher was quite 

mindful of the fact that the sample of reporters in the study did not represent the full range of 

all business journalists in Malawi and hence liable to raise issues of how to generali se the 

study to the entire population of business reporters in that country. However, in line with the 

position taken by quantitative researchers, the critical issue in this study was the 

generalisability of the isolated cases to theoretical propositions rather than to populations 

(Hansen et al 1998: 242, see also Lindloff 1995 and Maxwell 2005). 

Chapter two looked at journalism and media context of Malawi. This chapter traced and 

analysed trends in j ournalism practice in the different phases of Malawi's political history. It 

was argued that the present state of journalism in Malawi could be attributed to the one-party 

regime which prevailed for 30 years after independence did not allow any journalism schools 

to operate. It has also been explained that the undeveloped state of business journalism 

practice in the country was a product of the existing journalism education and training models 

which emphasised the training and education of general reporting. The chapter also looked at 

business journalism at the two Daily newspapers The Daily Times and The Nation. It was al so 

indicated shown that despite business journalism being practiced in Malawi for over a 

decade, to date the country does not have a free-standing business, finance or economics 

publication. 
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Chapter Three was about literature review. It highlighted issues of journalism as a profession, 

training and education of journalists. It then moved to look at business journalism in Africa. 

The chapter showed how this form of news reportage has evolved in Africa and how the 

practice differs from those in developed economies of Western Europe and North America. 

Chapter Four was the theoretical framework on which the study was anchored. Since the 

study was about business journalism, the theoretical framework focussed on scholarly debates 

that deal with specialisation in journalism. As Marchette (2005) puts it, an important 

organising di stinction in an increasingly fragmented media environment is thematic 

specialisation whereby journalism is structured around a "generalist pole" and a "specialist 

pole." This chapter also dealt with the theory of sociology of j ournali sm that explains ways in 

which journalists are constrained or enabled by the structures in which they operate. 

7.1 Reflection on findings 

Chapter Six provided evidence based on results of field work about the situation on the 

ground as regards becoming a business reporter in Malawi. The results of the study have 

revea led that business journalists in Malawi faced challenges both in terms of access to 

knowledge and skills about good business j ournali sm as developed in Western Europe and 

North America and also in terms of reporting in particular kinds of local economic contexts. 

Firstly the findings established that for most business journalists at the two dail y newspapers, 

there was no initial motivation to venture into business reporting. Most of them began their 

careers as general reporters and few had even considered the choice of business journalism as 

a career option. For some it was just a matter of moving away from their usual routines 

especially political reporting while others were forced by circumstances, for example 

shortage of personnel on the desk. This showed that most of them were to say the least 

dragged into it for various reasons. This meant that for the majority, there was no in iti al 

passion and inspiration for business reporting. 

The study also revealed that the business reporters had different educat ional and professional 

backgrounds and experiences. Although the editors of the two media houses under study said 

they preferred business or economics graduates for business reporting, most of their 

employees at that time did not possess those qualifications. The majority of the journalists 

work ing on the business desks of the two newspapers had a minimum understanding of 
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business or economics and had been exposed to business, economics and finance through 

short and long term professional training wh ile on the job. 

The study also revealed that most reporters associated with the watch-dog role of business 

journalism; communicating economic policies of government and private sector, as well as 

scrutinising these institutions to make them accountable. 

It also emerged that the practice of soliciting bribes and gifts from news sources was rampant 

among business reporters despite codes of eth ics and professional conduct regimes clearly 

spelling out clearly against the malpractice. Low pay and generally poor working conditions 

were the most common excuses. 

In addition even as the reporters aspired for professionalism in their reporting, they were 

constrained by a host of institutional and structural factors among them influence of 

advertisers, limited operational resources and lack of access to vital economic information 

due in part to the failure of tab le and pass in parliament the access to information bill. Of 

paramount concern to both editors and journalists was the influence of advertisers on 

business reporting. The study showed that it had not been successfu l for the media outlets to 

separate the business from the editorial side of operation so that advertisers could not 

influence news coverage. The underlying factor for this development was that advertising 

provided a healthy chunk of the revenue for the media houses. So acute was the influence of 

advertisers on news content that it featured prominently in the 2009 Malawi Media 

Sustainability Index Report. The report among other things noted that: 

The private media both print and electronic made a large chunk of their revenue from 
advertising and the disadvantage to it was that the advertiser became a threat to 
editorial independence. Tt was scaring that "the advertiser" was a major threat as 
journalists practised self censorship often on issues where "big" advertisers were 
concerned. Advertisers were exerting unnecessary pressure demanding that all their 
functions be covered even if they were not newsworthy and that nothing negative 
should be featured (2009 Malawi MSI Report:12-13). 

The concern as expressed in report above clearly indicated that there was a serious challenge 

in balancing the need for an independent media and the need to survive in terms of business 

and finances for the media houses. Unless there was a paradigm shift on the side of the 

corporate and business sector to begin respecting the role and autonomy of the media (as in 

Western Europe and North America), editorial integrity of business journalists and their news 

out put would continue to be under threat from advertisers. 
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7.2 Implications of the findings and recommendations 

An essential outcome of the study was the recognition that education and training was one of 

the greatest challenges to the professional socialisation of business reporters. Kariithi 

(1995 :376) puts it that studies of how African journalists cope w ith demands ofeconomic and 

business journalism have found that even without considering the impact of other factors, the 

writers lacked technical skills for comprehensive reporting and analysis of economic issues. 

The way the business reporters were socia li sed was reflected on the k ind of content they 

produced. Since an understanding of business and economics issues is a pre-requisite to 

effectively disseminating information and interpreting such events to the public, business 

journalists ought to be trained in business, economics and finance. The study revealed that 

there were a handfu l of trained business reporters, hence the added need for tertiary education 

and training in the sub-field. However speciali sation among journal ists in Ma lawi had not 

fully taken root. It was noted that the lack of adequate specialised training in business 

journalism was particularly cardinal because of limited access to further training in media 

institutions. In addition, institutions that offer journalism education and training did not have 

specialised programmes that target business reporting, as a result most became business 

reporters by need other than by ability. To this effect, the department of journalism and 

Media Studies at the Polytechnic, a constituent college of the University of Malawi, as a key 

journalism education and training institution, needed to strengthen its curriculum to 

accommodate the training business reporters. The department's revised curriculum of 2008 

which incorporated some business and economics journalism modules was a move in the 

right direction . But more could be done by the University of Malawi and other private 

journalism and media training institutions by introducing of a speciality programme in 

business and economics journalism. This would be in line with the world-wide trend where 

top journalism schools and colleges were reviewing their programmes to prepare students for 

the challenges of economics and business reporting. As Pardue (2004) observed, unti l 

specialised training in business reporting was integrated into journalism programs, a gap 

would remain between what editors need and what poorly prepared graduates delivered. 

Meanwhile, the two newspapers should continue to provide professional training 

opportunities at w hi ch their reporters can hone their skills. Also not to be underestimated was 

the value of what journalists learned on the job. The study showed that since most business 

journal ists joined the beat without much previous knowledge, learning on the job was an 

essential ingredient of the socialisation and induction process. Interviews with reporters and 
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editors attested to the fact that on the job training was a neglected aspect at the two 

newspapers. Therefore on the job training through induction and mentoring need to be 

strengthened and encouraged at the two media houses. To further complement the 

recommendations and strategies cited above, media organisations should be prepared to hire 

economists or business studies graduates and train them as business journalists. Their in

depth training in economics, business and finance, coupled with an understanding of news 

reporting would combine to making business news more interesting to the public. 

The other issue that featured prominently were the constraining factors that affected business 

journalisms. Influence of advertisers emerged as a major factor. As noted above, there was a 

serious challenge in balancing the need for independent and professional business reporting 

and that of advertisers as major sources of revenue for the newspapers. Such a situation 

leaves the business reporter vulnerable to the demands of the advertiser. In the process the 

content of the business news was compromised. In addition, there were institutional problems 

such as lack of operational resources and inadequate information communication technology 

infrastructure which affected the way the reporters conducted their work. There was also the 

external factor of lack of access to information from officials of both the public and private 

sectors. This has to a large extent been blamed on the failure by the Malawi parliament to 

table and pass the Access to Information Bill. The above cited constraining factors meant 

business journalism practice at the two newspapers was not a smooth operating field. Unless 

these limiting factors were removed, business reporting would continue to be 

underdeveloped. 

7.3. Areas for further research 

This study was an exploratory enquiry into the socialisation of business reporters in Malawi. 

Consequently, the interpretations presented here are only the beginning of an important area 

of study, one that is worth pursuing. A lot of questions still exist about business journalism in 

Malawi and these could be answered by embarking on further studies within the sub-field. 

While this study provided a good snapshot to understanding a group of specialist reporters at 

the two daily newspapers, it was narrow in scope. The topic is ripe for further academic 

research. Perhaps a larger sampling investigation would go a long way in helping gauge if 

findings of this research hold true to other media institutions. A broader enquiry could be 

undertaken nationwide targeting business reporters in other newspapers, radio and television 

stations, and magazines. 
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Also an audience reception study could be conducted on public engagement with business 

news output. Such an enquiry would seek answers to the following questions: how does the 

Malawi public understand and use business news and information that reaches it? How is 

business news evaluated by the audience? How much does it contribute to the formation and 

development of public opinion on business and the economy? How does it influence civic 

discussion on other issues in society? 

7.4 Conclusion 

A lot of academic studies have been conducted focussing on analysing the content of business 

media. But there is dearth of scholarly research targeting people responsible for writing and 

producing that particular type of specialised news. This study is but a small contribution in 

that regard as it examined the profess ional sociali sation of business reporters at two daily 

newspapers in Malawi. Although it was a qualitative enquiry hence its findings could not be 

generali sed to the entire population of business j ournalists in that country, a rich picture has 

nonetheless emerged of how such reporters became what they are, and the institutional and 

structural factors that affected their reporting. Findings of this study would be useful to 

newsroom editors in assessing their needs for hiring and training business reporters, and for 

j ournalism training institutions in preparing future generation of business journalists. It is also 

hoped that the study would contribute to a knowledge base from which media and journalism 

scho lars can draw when trying to understand and fUlther interrogate socialisation of business 

journalists in an African context in general and Malawi in particular. 
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire for reporters 
l. Name of organisation: .. ... .. .... ................. . ..... . ............ . .... . .... . . . .. . . . .... . ......... . . . 

2. Age: .......... .. .. . ... . ..... . ................... . . ..................... . .. . .. . . . . . . . ............ . ..... . ... . 

3. Sex: . . ................. . .... .. ........................ ................ . .......... .. .... . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .... . 

4. Number of years experience as (a) gencral reporter ........... . .... . .................. . ..... .. .. . 

(b) business journalist. .. . ...... . ..... . .. ...... . ...... .. .. . . .... .. 

5. Number of years in (a) Present organ isation: .................. . .. .. ............ . ............. .... .. 

(b) Previous organisation: .......................................... .. ...... .. 

6. Academic qualification(s) ........ .. ....... .. ............ . ..... .. . . ........ . ............. . .. . ... ... . .. 

7. Professional qualification(s) .......... ... ....... ...................... . ... ..... . .... . . .. . .. . ......... . 
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Appendix 2: Interview guide for business reporters 

I. Why did you become a business reporter? 

2. Explain the circumstances/process by which you became a business journalist. 

3. How were you inducted to the demands of the new job? 

4. What did the induction involve? 

5. How useful was the induction in your new job then? 

6. What was not done in the induction which you felt could have assisted you at that 

point? 

7. What professional business news writing training did you undergo before becoming a 

business reporter? 

8. How useful was this training in your new role? 

9. Ifno to 7, what problems did you face for lack of training? 

10. What lype of training have you attended since becoming a business reporter? 

11. How useful has this training been? 

12. What topics in business and economics that you feel incompetent in and need more 

training? 

13. What professional business reporting organisation do you belong to? 

14. How useful is this grouping in your career? 

15. From your experience, what type of professional training would you recommend all 
business journalists to undergo? 

16. What do you think is the ideal academic qualification for a business journalist? Why? 

17. What do you regard as the main purpose of business journalism as opposed to other 
journalism or the main body of the newspaper which you work for? 

18 . What do you think is your role as a business journalist in Malawi? 

19. How have you been able to fulfil that role? 

20. What factors hinder you from fulfilling the role mentioned earlier? 

21. What do you consider to be "professionalism" as far as business reporting is 
concerned? 

22. How have you been able to fulfil that "professionalism"? 
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23. What are the obstacles in your organisat ion hindering your attainment of this 
"professional ism"? 

24. What factors do you consider when selecting business stories for coverage? 

25. What would you say is the influence of advertisers in your news coverage? 

26. What form does this influence take? How do you deal with it? 

27. What are the major factors that facilitate or constrain business journalism in Malawi? 
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Appendix 3: Interview guide for editors 

1. What is the criterion for recruiting staff for the business desk? 

2. What factors do you consider for re-dep loying existing newsroom staff to the business 

desk? 

3. What kind of induction programmes do you run for new recruits at the business desk to 

ensure they meet required standards? 

4. Apart from mentoring or on the job training, what kind of off-job training programmes are 

business reporters exposed to enhance their competence? 

5. What are the essential academic and professional qualifications for business reporting and 

why? 

6. What do you think is the best preparation for one to become a business journalist? 

7. What would you say about the influence of advertisers on business news of your paper? 

8. How does your paper strive to balance bus iness news editorial and demands of advertisers? 

9. What would you comment on the practice of taking bribes from sources mainly among 

business reporters? 

10. How do you deal with such a problem so that it does not influence output of content? 

II. How do you ensure independent of reporters from demands of sources? 

12. What other things do you do as editor to enhance business journalism practice among 

reporters? 
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Avoendix 4 A" Thematic content analvsis of business stories 

Week 1 THE DAILY TIMES THE NATION 
Monday I .Activists dem and fuel levy for I. Malawi's inflat ion rate eases to 8.4 % 

education 2. Babies spared, Kandodo removes 30% 
2.Farmers union suspects foul play on import duty on infant formula 
cotton 3. National Bank backs centralised lending 
3.NBS Bank to finance insurance 4.Farmers Union slams govt, ginners on 
premiums cotton price 
4. MSE earn ings increase 5.Agricultural economics in Malawi, 
5. AXA in passenger promotions elsewhere 
6. NBS Bank showcases grand prize 6. Zim economy seen hostage to ant i-

reform lobby 
Tuesday I.Players cri tique budget I .Experts predict doom for commercial 

2. govt advises credit and savings farmers 
cooperatives 2. Tourism levy to push up service charges 
3.Jnflation to drop further 3. Ovop gives in to group's demands 
4.Mulanje business community engages 4.NBS unveils insurance financing facility 
MPs 5. Pacific to build another hotel 

6.Globe dates Blantyre customers 
Wednesday I.Local dairy farmin g receives US boost I.ADMARC shocks ECAMA, Farmers 

2 .Etisalat eyes majority in Kuwait' s 2.TNM cancels free call s promotion 
Zain 3. Standard Bank offering bonus shares 
3Sunbird, DStv team up for tourism 4.MTL initiative to cut telecom costs by 
treat 50% 
4.BBGL in bottle recall campaign 5. Vivend breaks Zain talks on Africa 
5.More response in Carlsberg promo assets 
6.BWB engages consultant on dam 6. UGI donates to Orphanage 
construction 
7. TNM cancels free calls promotion 
8. MTL conducts 2" draw in Load up & 
win promo 

Thursday I.Banks queried over forex rates I .Cotton Twist 
2. ' Spy scandal ' hits Deutsche Bank 2.Still no listing on Altex 
3 .G-Mobile in US$90m network rollout 3.Ethiopia earns $1.5 billion from exports 
deal 4.Milk producers back duty U-turn on 
4.Nasfam, Kenyan scoop Yara awards baby milk 
5. What it take to run a business in 5.Currency devaluation : A reaction 
Africa 6.Changes to the Customs and Excise 
6.About Peter Munga, chairman of Tariffs 
Equ ity Bank 

Friday I.SMEs cry for protection I.Why Malawian Businesses fail 
2.IMF di sburses US$80m to Malawi 2.FMB after tax profit drops 18% 
3.National bank opens DStv pay points 3.Ministry closes 20 tourism units 
4.East African currencies ease against 4.CDH fears exchange rate regime could 
the dollar block interest cut 
5.FDH Bank to finance Mabcata 5.Long term plan for smallholder farmers 
6.Afri ca maize stocks rise 
7. Nigerian woes make Angol a No.1 
African oi I producer 
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Appendix 4B' Thematic contcnt analvsis of busincss stories 

Week 2 THE DAILY TIMES THE NATION 

Monday 1. Macra bitter with phone 1. National bank profits up 28percent 
companies 2. UNIMA faces Nigeria's Ibadan in 
2. MBS sees reduction in non trade Zain challenge 
scale use 3. Lake shore road closure slows down 
3. Economic roadmap targets business 
indigenous business growth 4. G-mobile get mobile phone licence 
4. BBGL embarks on new squash 5. Empowerment policy to narrow 
countrywide testing campaign rich, poor gap 
5. National Bank pre tax profit up by 6. Commission wants debt collection 
28 % extended to lay laymen 

Tuesday I.Malawi negotiates for more exports 1. Too much .. . Blantyre city owed 
to Japan K 1.2 billion 
2. TAMA woos farmers to invest in 2. Malawi supports creation of 
new firm vulnerability fund 
3. Regional trends favour MSE as 3. Ex-Whitex workers in dark over 
sole market player benefits .. govt yet to implement court 
4. New Insurance company on the order 
market 

Wednesday I. Tobacco market discontent 1. Lake shore road re-opens 
2. BBGL hike beer prices .... 2. UNISA to visit students in Malawi 
consumers dry foul 3. Finance mini ster expresses 
3. New president ofTAMA reservations on G20 
4 . I1ala back in business .... Mtendere 4. Tobacco farmers he lpless .. .. prices 
remains grounded still on the lower side 

Thursday I. NBM sponsors masters program in 1. National bank gives CHANCO 
commercial law K50m masters degree in commercial 
2. Minister hail s G20 resolution law 
3. Old Mutual blames " global 2. RBM hails Sm ile Life Insurance 
shocks" for low share price 3. MEDI vows to boost bakery industry 
4.RBM drums up support for 4. Old Mutual to brave global financial 
Malawian firms crisis . 
5. Dark shadow of Malawi gold 5. Tackling socio-economic challenges 

through open and distance learning. 

Friday 1. Govt cuts tobacco quota for 1. CEAR re-introduces Limbe-LL 
TAMA cargo train 
2. Tobacco sales fa il to replenish 2. MSE registers quite week 
forex reserves 3. Technical capacity crucial in 
3. Old Mutual speaks on severance fighting financial meltdown 
pay package 4. Standard bank appoints deputy 
4. Regional guns discuss challenges group chief executives 
5. Chinese tobacco buyers head for 5. MSB sees food avai lability easing 
Malawi inflation 
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Appendix SA Code of ethics and Editorial Policy for The Daily Times 

GDOE- of is iH1 Cj A ~1 £ b IIOJl1A1- pollar FoR , JIG b /lJI-Y IIf11fS 

G~ ti1-A~T6b Fl/o{V1 O>,OOb 
(!,~I\"'T'I(l.E PiL I"', A-~l> 

5.17 long Se rvIce Awa rd 

I G'(l.fI1-' ItrJ); 
pv. & L, ,nt"J~ 

Co,.!h l T! orJS 
U,M PAtly 

oF SE-R, V, CE foR 

5,1/, I Permanent members of staff (Le. excluding contracted staff) who 
hove given dedicated service to the Company of 10 years 
continuous service with the Company and more; qualify for a long 
Service Award. The awards payable shall be at the discretion of 
Management 

5.17.2 Long Service Award will not be paid, in full or proportionately, on 
termination of employment for whatever reason. including on 
retirement. 

5.17.3 long Service Award categories will be according to the length of 
service determined at Management' s discretion. 

5.18 Journalist Code of EthIcs 

5.18.1 Journalists are supposed to abide by the Journalist Code of Ethics. 
Breach of the Journalist Code of Ethics by a Journalist will warrant a 
disciplinary action in accordance with the disciplinary code. 

5.18.2 The following are the non - exhaustive examples of the Journalist 
Code of Ethics that Journalists are supposed to conform to:~ 

5.18.2.1 Journalists are nat supposed to receive gifts. 
favours, privileges or anything of value that can 
compromise their integrity. 

5.18.2.2 Secondary employment. political involvement, 
holding public office and service should be 
avoided if it compromises the integrity of 
Journalists and their employers. 

5.18.2.3 So-called news communication from private 
sources should not be published without 
substantiation of their claims to news value. 

5.18.2.4 Objectivity in reporting the news should be a 
JO\.Jr 1aUst's goal. There is no excuse for 
inaccuracy or lack. of thoroughness. 

5.18.2.5 Newspaper headlines should be fully warranted ' 
by the contents of the arlicles they accompany. 

5.18.2.6 ' News reports should be free of opinion or bias 
and represent a ll sides of an issue. Partisanship in 
editorial comment. which k.nowingly departs 
from the tru th. is a breach of the code of ethics. 
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5.18.2.7 Journalists are 01 all material times supposed to 
show respect for the dignity. privacy, rights and 
well being of people encountered in the course 
of gathering and presenting the news. 

5.18 .2.B Journalists should always give the subject of a 
news a rticle effecting his reputation and 
character a chance to reply. 

5.18.2.9 Journalists must always guard against invading a 
person 's fight to privacy. 

5.18.2.10 Journalists should always be responsible. 
accurate, objective and foir when reporting. 

5.18.2. 11 Journalists need to ovoid using discriminatory 
language and slants involving racism, tribalism. 
religion etc. 

5.IS\, Journalists sholl be required to cony out their duties in conformity 
, with editorial policy for Blantyre Newspapers Umifed. The following 

is the editorial policy for the Company:-

5.18.3.1 Blantyre Newspapers limited is a non-partisan 
Company, and not a mouthpiece for any 
political organisation. 

5.18.3.2 The Company shall be run on the basis that it is a 
commercial organisation formed to make money 
for its shareholders, employees and other 
stakeholders. 

5.18.3.3 In its publications, the Company shall seek to 
promote accountability, constitutionality, 
d emocracy. political ond religious tolerance. the 
rule of law. transparency and the fact the 
Malawi is a secular and cul lurally diverse country. 

5.18.3.4 The content and production of the publications 
shall reflect sound ethical judgement and hIgh 
profession integrity on the part of editors and 
journalists concerned. 

5.18.3.5 Any story to be pub lished in any of the 
publica tions shall serve to educQfe, entertain or 
inform the leader and for that reason shan be 
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newsworthy. factually accurate, balanced, 
balanced and shall ol/oid sensationalism. 

5.18.3.6 The publications shall not be used to campaign 
for the destruction or persecution of any 
individual or organisation or for the suppression of 
any opinion. view or ideo. 

5.18.3.7 The Managing Edi tor and Editors shall bear 
responsibility for the suitability of any ma terial for 
printing in the publications. 

5.18.3.8 In cases where editors and sub·editors are not 
sure of the suitability of any material. it shall be 
duty of the Managing Editor to seel< appropriate 
clearance and clarification. 

5.18,3.9 The Managing Director of Blantyre Printing and 
Publishing Company Umited may require the 
correction. withdrawal or the publication of an 
apology in respect. of any article, feature or story 
which is in bad taste, defamatory or otherwise in 
conflict with the objectives of the Company. 

5.18.3.10 Sources of the material published in the 
newspapers sholl be authentic and verifiable. 

5.18.3 .11 The Managing Editor sholl be accountable to the 
Managing Director and the Board of Directors of 
Blantyre Printing and Publishing Company limited 
or the observance and implementation of this 
editorial policy. 

Funeral Assistance 

To a lleviate the burden of grief the Company wilt assist with funera l 
arrangements and expenses commensurate with Grade in the f01l0wing 
circumstances and manner:-

(a) In the event of the death of an employee, his spouse 
or children, the Company will provide the following: 

Coffin or Calico cloth, commensurate with grade. 

• Transport to the place of birth or inlended p lace 
of burial. 
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Appendix 5 B Code of practice for The Nation 

"".\TIO;\ I'lsue ·\TlO"~ L1"lITEIl 

CODE OF PR-\CTICE 

Edilors arc ro.::)p(11l~ible for thl~ us~ nl" ll1~H<;;!ria! submitted by .Io11rnalish ~ll1plnyed b~ "ia'Jon Public,llioll;; linlit..::d. ThL'~ 
should 8.lso satisiY tbemsel\'~s ,lS jar as po . .;,sihk thaI m,l{t:rial contrihuted by llon·~Hlff mt~mber~ wa~ obtained t!1 

accordance with this code 

This code d~l1land:-; self-restraint h~ editors anJ.iournalish. and it 3pplies in the spirit 35 wei! as in the knel 

1.1 rrt:edo!11 from obligations c>..;cept of tldelity 10 the pub:ic intl':l'eSl is vital 

1.2 Nation puhlicatlons shall stflnd 0\1 the principle th<11 all p~rsoni' an .. ' ~qua! beior~ 
thl;' law and should ,101 b::- :,>w3)'C:cl by- all) political. economic or other ~ocial 

prejudices 

1.3 Nation puhlic(Jlion~ shall nn\ a\lov-.' themscl\es to he lIsed pri\'atdy for indi\'idual inlerest5 running cr~un{er Hl 

pllblk intc:rest 3~ ddined "nder ~ecti(lll 8. or for v,orthle~s IH immoral or illegal puqwst':'S 

1...i i"he promotion ofall~ pri\.,lle intere~t contrar: to 'he public inter·;,,! for w!1mn,.;r rea:;'Oi). b forbidden a~ 11 is 

nut compatible wil h honest wurnaiism 

RU'ORTI,\(; ""VS 

2.1 "\iatioll Pubhcatiom .~ha)] Ix.' obllged to report news truthfully. acc1Jratel~ and 1'(lirl:-. 

2.2 :--;t'w~ shall be presented in (:(lnlt~.\.t and in a balrmced manner. \\'ithOUI (111 inlo.;:mi(lI1al !.H ncgbg..::nl I.kp3T1urc 

fwm th,.: f~cts whether by:' 

DislOrtion. c:\u§!?l;;rP..tlClI1 or ll1i.~rcpresentation 

t\!jateri,,] ()missi()n~: or S\.lmlllari~<Jlion 

2.3 Onl-:. whnt may rCQ.."ionabh hI.' true havinQ to the somce l1f Ihe IK'\\., may Ix: rt'pres~nted as fOC1;-. and ::;u-:h 
i~lCts shall be i'lllblishc:d rairly 'with d~le regard 10 con;e'\t and impl)r1"'nc~< . 

2.-1 N.ltion publit.:;:ltio:1S ~hall llSll(lil) "eck tht' \ len'S of iht:: subject (II' s~ri()u., crirkai r-::jl\wt:.tgt in :\(h'an~.e lli 

publication. pJ'(wlded that this may no\ be c101lt where the ncwspapa has reasollabk ~rollnds for heli,.:vint' 
thai b) doing 50 It \voulJ be prl.'!\'c;ntect from publishing the reporl or where t!vidt:nce might be destroyed Ol 

\\·irnesses intimidated 
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3.2 

Nzltl:)n p1Jb!icatinrl'~ shall 1101 publish lI'.fol"lTmtiol1 obt(llflCd h.1 dishonest Ill" unfai:" mci.ll1~. UI' th.' publlcc1tillil ot 
,\-hi;:b \\()ldd il]\'ohc: a hre;lCh 01' cnnndenc.:. unks5 the-n~~;" <I.r ,y, o..TridiniI puhlic !lltt'n:';.;1 

~a!ion r)\lblicai.iol1~ shal', not r1acc g-nlll1l\Oli'. empha-:;:s (IP Ille rdct:. Ildliomdit~ r.:li);';(lil. C(lllIUI". cuul1tr~ (11 

origin. gender. :-:c:,\uCii pn::Jerenc-::-.. Illar;\ul 513..tlb. p<.lillici.1i '. i\:\\"~ (ll imcii''::cW'1I N ph~'~i(c.1 di:'~lhd!t\ ur 
either indiYldual::. Of ,:lH1Up:-'. Ul1k,,~ ~hc fact 15 I'c'knlllt 

Nation publicaIio1l5 :-;hall take car~ 110110 publish inac;;;urate. 1ll1sJ~ading Pf c!J:>turied malena] 

Wht']"(' there is rcason 1{1 ddllhl the ,,)C(llracy of a report ilnd ;1 IS plactic.::abk to \ erif) the acc::u:-acy thereor. Jl 

shall k ,-entlcd. \,Ihere it has 110! b,,::en pr(lctlcabl~ to \-~riJ)- tho.: accl:rElt::y or J repl.11"l. tlli> shrill be melltioned 
in the report 

FACT c~'in OPl'ilO'i 

.. f.! ")\.;atinfi Pllblicatlons ~hi;lll clenrly distinguish hetwet.::11 fact i.lnd opinion (;eneral!) ( .... cHlnl ll1ilXt;I"ial sl1:J1l h~ 
ba~ed on some truth and ~hOll!cl be capahk (If.iu~tjftcmjon 

.. 1-.2 0rinion~ shuuld t":qu,dl: henL' some factual basJ~ and ~hould nnt he cOIl.lured out nrthin air 

4.3 \X,'h.::r~ U l'epNt is m,l ba;.~'d Pi! tJct~ or i ... filundecl on opinirms. alkgalHln. nl11l0ur· llr -"urpO~'ili()n" it siMi! h:
presented in sllcll manner ~:~ to indicate this cle(u-l: 

-'.4 '1\ation j1l1blic(ltion:, shall ;.::miei.t; OlJr to mak..: ,.;jear dJstino.:(illi'i hd\\'eCn rep~1rh i.llld L'\pro?ssion~ tll' the 
ncv.'spapers. N'..':ws report:. shall h~ tl"~e from tlw allthm's ()f" th..:: n\O"',\spap~r's np1l110n (If bi,,~ l,fnny kind 

AIH'OCAC\ 

Natiun pubiicHllOJ1:; 3rr: juslil'it'd in strongly fllh oC:.lting the-ir (1\\ 11 \ IC\I:!' P!1 cmllr(l\ t:'ts!a\ topic:; plo\'ided thai 
they trcm their render.>: fairly h;.---

5.1 Making fact and opinton c!C<lrly distinguish<'lble. 

S.2 Not misrepresenting or suppressing rtle\"ant facts 

5.3 NOl dist0rting the t~l(;t~ in le:-..l 01" headlines 

COM\IE'iT 

6.1 NUtlCHl public<Hions :.ltaii he cntitlt?d to commcnt upon or critids~' an~ ,lCljt~nS or l;C\ \;')lb \-If public impurldnl:': 
pf(lvided sULh comments or cririt:isll'ls [lr\;' t'<:!iriy and hone.:;;!I) mac!t' 

6.2 C(llllment h) Nation PlJbl1c~ltions sh;;d! he presented in $uL'h mmmcl that it ::\ppe:1f::' ckarl;.· l:l,1( it I:> ~ommcn1. 

and shall be made on racts Inily s[Ukd or 1'a1ri: indicated and refern:d w 
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7.1 

AFTER PlllLlCATlO" 

l\'"arioD pL1hlicatioll~ ~hplJld n:ak~ amt:-nd~ f(x pUbll:>.!llJlf! intornlfni(~11 or ,-'Ommcil! 11K!! 1-" found tu bf 
harmfull: inaccul'<llt' b: priming. promptly tln:! \\"ith ~lpprorri(1l~ promincIH.:e, a retractiol1_ Ctlrr~Cl!(\;l (11 
cXj11anal10p.. 

:.2 An apology shall be publi~hcd wherc\'er dt:emcd approprime ll) the Editor. 

7.3 A. tail' opportunJI) fl1f l'~pl:- ~(l inaccl1racie~ shall he gi\ en tel indi\-"jduah (11" 

orgclllis2liol)s as appwpriak ar t:lt: Editor's disL:rctlull 

PRIVACY 

S.l Nation publications. in both 111!WS and comment. shall c\erCise c:'\ceprional care and con"ideratlon in matterS 
involving the privak iiv:.:.:s <me! C0l1cerns of individuals. bearing in Iwnd Ihal any righl to pri\'ac) or breach l,f 
confidence may be overriddl'l1 b: :1 l~gi!ill1a(~ public imel'l:.'s! 

~.2 Publication i<; in tbe !",uhiic intcn~st if it helps il1.-

Ddecting or e'i:T"osing crime. misdem(,anour or corrupt prnctice:-. 

Detecting. or ('Xr:"l:-:ing anli-sncialt:ollduct 

Protecting pL1bh~' nealth and S3fel~ 

Preventing the I'ublic thm; being misled h) ~om(' statement l,r iH.:tion (~r ~{n individ\lal III 
orgCl.llisarioll 

9.1 

HOSPITALS 

b:cepI when.; it I:' in lll~ jlllbli...: inTer~51 reporter<;; l11nking enqu!rit~s at 
shall clearl) ideJJlil~ lhem~ehe<; to a l"eSp0!1Sihlc orTict:r and ot;I,llll 

areas 

or :iimilu!" ht~<:111n mST1!lltlCl1'-::, 

bt'fol"L t'nlering non-publi..: 

9.2 The restrictions on intnlding into pri\·ac)" ar~ particularly \"elt'\ nnl 10 cnqulric:, ab(\ut inc!i\ idl1:11s ill hospit3]s 
01" similar health in~lilllI'iOllS:. 

III MISREPRESE~T'\TIO\'S 

10.1 loumalists shaH nO[ gellerall~ l,hta!n or seek to obtain information or pictllft'S throu~h misrt::pl'e~c:ntmion or 
subterfuge ~'(cept in The puhlic lntt:["(;.'st 

10.2 Unks:, it is ill the )"lliblic il1ler~:;L doclimenls or photographs 5h,)11 be rcnlP\·ed ()n!~ \\ ith tilt.' ~'\pr;.:ss l"(Il\~GI11 

of the owner 

10.3 Subterfuge :,11<111 be justiried olll~. ir~ th..: public intere"t. and l,nl) \\ hl:'l1 malerial ca!lno! bt: obtained b~, nn; 
other meall~ 

II HEADU"ES, POSTER~, PICTtRES AND CAPTIO:'>'S 

3 
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11.1 HC:Hdlinc::- and capfiom Hl pictures shaJI gi\ I.' a reasoll<1bll:': rdlectioll llfthc cnnt~nl!' llftbe I"qwrt or ricrure in 
question. 

J 1.2 

11.3 

12. 

12.1 

12.2 

13 

Posle'rs shall not mislead the puhlit: nnd shall gi\,1! ;} rcasnnahk rdlt::cfH . .ln (1f the- (,;onten1~ of tilt! reports in 
que~tion. 

Pictures sl~all not l11isr~pre$l!nt or mislend or be manipulated ttl do 5t.1. 

GATHERING INFORMATlO!\ 

Nation .IolimaJisrs shall neither obtain nOr seek to obtain informatIOn or pictures through intimidation nr 
coercion. unJe.ss it is In the public intcrl.!sl. 

Unless their queries arc in the public interest. N.,nioll .Iomnalists shall not phOlOgraph indi\·iduals on private 
propelty withOUt" their consent and shall nOI p~rsisl in telephoning or qUl!srioning indindual.s cltrer haYing 
been asked to desist and ~Ilall not remain on their prope!~ aft~r having been aSKL'd to leaVt' and :-;hali nO! 
foUem them. 

PA YME!\T FOR ARTICLES 

No payment or offer~ of ra~"Illent shall be made for fearun: articles or mformation tI,l witnesse5 or potential 
witnesses in CUITent criminal proceedings or to people engaged in crime or to their a$~()ci<llt'.s. including 
familr. friends. neighbollr:\ and colleagues except where the: material concerned ought to be publishl!d in the 
puhlic interest and tilt! payment is necc:ssar~· for this to be dOlll!". 

14 BRIBES 

14.1 Nation journalisl~ shall nnt accept bribes ti·om news sources (11" newsmater.-. or indi\ idllals or 
organisations 

1-1.2 Any gin received in the courst.' of duty mu~t bl! dt.~c.lared to the Editor ~md O[her I!diwrial stuff" 

1.4.3 "Nationjournalists shall not demand or receive an~ payment for nt'\\-S covera~e from news ~ource5 

15 CHEQl'E BOOK .JOl!Ri'ALlSM 

The right of Nation publications to attract and hold reader:; i5 restricted b~ nothing hut consideration ofpuhik 
vvelfare. The sens~ of responsibiIit: of Nation publications deriYes frnm their readership and the- attention 
they command. Con5equ~ntl). Nation journalists should b~ n:sponsihle and hv~ up to the highesl honour anu 
trust bestowed on them by not being influenced b)' monetary m proti! con~ideratjons. 

16 SOCIETAL MORALS 

16.1 Reports. photographs or sketches rdn.ti\~ to matters inv()lving deaths. suicide. indecelH.:~ or (lbsco;!ni[~ shall 
he presented with due sensiti\'ll) towards the prevailing moral climme. 

16.2 In cases involving persolUll grief' or shock. enquirio.:!- Sh~llJ he ..:arned out and nn~ ;Ippr0<l,h nHlde \ .. jtll 
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18 

18.1 

18.2 

18.3 

19 

:l)·mpath~·. 

I:""OCENT REL\TIYES A"D FRm"DS 

Unless it is iii thl! public interest. r~porterl' shall generaH:- i.!.H.lid identitYing relatl\e!\ llr friend:: llf pcrs(Jm 
convicted or acc\.l~ed of crime 

Reportt:rs shaH not nonnaJl: interview or photograph children under the agl! of 18 on 5Ut"!j~cls im·o!vlI1g the 
personal welfare of the child. in the absence {)f or ,,·ithout th~ consent" (If a parl!l1t or guardian. 

Children .'ihall not be inten·it!w~d or photographed while ,\1 ~chnol without the pt:rmis:->iol1 of the ~chool 
authoritjes. unle:>is in {he pulllie interest. 

Nation journali~ts shall not reveal [he nalllt!. addres~. school or an} particulars thut \\ould icad to tilt: 
idenriticati()Jl of any person tlnd.:r the age of 18 \-"I'ho j~ im'olved in cases cClncerning sexual ofti!nces. whether 
as. victims. or <IS witnesses (lr a~ accused persons unles~ the Court or the Milllster rlll~~ oth~n\,ise. 

VIOLE!'\CE 

Dne care and rt:sron~ibjlit) sl1.:111 be c'Xcrcised b) reporter." with regard to tht: pre:O;'.mHltl(lll (,r bnIl3Iit). 
vio\;;:nce and atro(:itie~. ". 

20 VICTIMS OF RAPE OR Il\"DEn:NT ASS..It'LT OR SEXL\L HARRASS~IE"T 

20.1 The identity of' rape \iclims and other Ylctim~ of 51::,\;ual \'iolence sh .. lll not bt: published b:- Nation 
publications without their cnl1senl. 

20.2 The identity of [lerpetrator:- or se.\ua\ "iolcnct! and thdr residcn('c nlh!1 SC!\i1l!:! prison term~ shall nor ht: 
protcC'ted by Nation publications. 

21 REPORTING THE COt'RTS AND PARUAMENT 

Reporters shall report nn Court and Parliamentary proceedings onl)- :-;lIl~iect to {he rt!slrictiolls imros~d b) 
eith'.!T of them as per their order~. 

22 D1SCRIMI"ATIO,," 

22.1 Nation publication5 shall avoid pr~illdic.ial (lr pejorative rt:ferellce to a p~r'iol1'~ race. religion. sex or se'Xual 
orientation or any physical or mental illness or disabilit) . 

22.2 Nation publicatiom, shall (I"{lid pubHshing delails of a p~I~Lln's n\1,;t.'. c(ll(lul". rdigillll. natll.lll(l\ity. cOHlllry of 
origin. $1::"\ 01' sexual orientatioll. marital status. political vic\-vs or intt'lIeclUal or ph: sical di3:lbilit:- lInll!"~ 

th¢~e ~\re dlrectl:- I'~lcvant to tht! SIN:-

22.3 Nation publications shaH a\ooid the use and publication of threatening. ah.u~i\t" M im:ulting words or material 
\vith the intention of Slirring up racial hatred 01' in circlll11stance~ where racial hatred i~ likt:ly In be stirred up. 

5 
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COI'YRIGIlT 

Nailon PLlhlicar.ion .. Limited Sh(l!\ O\\T! :.mel h~\t' ~(lk: rights rdating io mklkctlla! pl'()~rr) nghb in th.: 
materials sllbmiHed and <.II! c~)pit:') tht-:rt:of!l1 \\-hme\'cf (ormat ;\,lIio11 jOllrnahslS shall no! u::;e for their 0\\ n 
purpose (\r proti( Information or 1l1<l!(:rial obtained ,11" re1.;l'i\ ~d during or in the: cn\ll'~e of their t.:mploymel1: 
nor shaillhe~ pa::.s Oil slich information or materiai \l) others. prior to its publ:1.:31ion. 

Nation joumalish s:l .. 1i1 [wL ullks~ \-\ ith permiss\(ln. hnn~ their qurie~ Or photographs pub:i~hcct by ;:my other 
medi;) Olllkl deemed To havt' comp<2Eing inlt;.'rests with Natlllrl Publications Lmdte.d ~\I1d "hal! (kclllr~ th~ir 
interest prior \0 renderin!,=joufmdistic sen'ict's tn 311) tltiler 10C<l1 or intern<ltinn~,l media ;n:ilitutinns. 

2, CO!\FIllE:"iTIAL SOl'RCES 

Nation joumaliqs hav..: an 0bli,gatinn to prCltccl confidemiai sourcc!- or !!1formaticm. Hpm!\-'~r. the: Editor mllsl 
be I!iven all sources 0[" In['tmn<lLiol1 1:1\ ull.1011111alist". AII\ informatioll from ~l confidential sourCe mus[ he 
cor;oborated h) at ktlSllW0 a~]lh(:l1tic ;nd independent sou~ccs 

2(, FAIR PLA' 

"\lati<m publications ;,;113:' nnt publish 111mffid,'tl charge..- ~tlect!ng reputatl0!l or !l1oral rharac:t~r without all 
('ipportu~li!) being gin,:n II) the ilccll.-;ed W be hC<lrd a:-; tail' prlH..'ticl;' demands the gi\ in~ c·f such {lpportllllit~, in 
all cases of seriou,~ OCCl1~;,<tl\)Il outsick judicial or parli<lll'!cnt:1l") nro(.:eedings 

27 CO!\Sl'LTATIOS 

From lime ttl time. ,~-hcrc dealing \\itli a ~l:nsitj"c ~t0r~. lhe Ed,('nr llW.~ ilt'd 10 C()IlSl1Il \\'ith ~vlanag~rncnl. 
SL:nsltivl! sloric~ shall b..:: those that 11m.,,::: serious national illlplicatioll:- sllI.:h u:'.- tlk' tkdanlliuJ1 nf \\\.11". 
national disa'\ter. reH'lations Ih{l\ can affect lhe po:,:ition Clfthe natiunal economy. can CRlIse !1<}tional panic (11 
panic 011 {\ \\·id..:: scal~. can Cl1use civil strife Of nationa! strikes. etc.: 

28 DISREPl'TE 

28.1 While Nati(ln puhlication5 Sh,lli lise their ()\\"i1 discreti(1r1 ill mattl:!fS of taste. <.:D.rc shall be taken tl) m'{)id 
lapses of Ul~le :';0 repugn~uH <l:;. 10 bring the freedom of the press into disrepu1e 0; 11(' l'\.tremtl;.-· Ofti~Tl~1\ (' to 

the public. 

28.2 Nation journalists h(lve a duty III urhoid their professlOl,al cti1u,;s <Inri \;ondu<.:1 i.l!ld Illust en.',ur0 Ill;;!1 the) dD 
nol hrmg the profession Into disr~pute 
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